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The Maine campus
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 187$ Vol. 1O1 No. 34
King denies Campus right to republish columns
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
In his studert days at the
University of Maine, novelist
Stephen King wrote a column
for The Maine Campus, called
"King's Garbage Truck."
Now, years after graduation
and after King has become one
of the best-known writers in
America, The Maine Campus
wantsto publish it in book form.
But King is opposed to getting
his student work republished
because he doesn't think it is
very good.
110114Z1 1
Stephen King, novelist
Steven Pappas, former editor
and production manager of the
Campus, said he planned to find
four or five columnists who
wrote for the Campus as stu-
dents and who later became
famous writers.
"The plan was to publish a
soft-bound book, designed at
the Campus and published by a
Mai ne publishing firm," he said.
While an English major at
UMaine from the late 60's and
early 70's, King wrote his col-
umn for The Maine Campus,
then a weekly, about variotis
subjects. like types of students
Campus poll indicates students
oppose action in Persian Gulf
Julie Campagna &
Can Clay
Staff Writers
The threat of war is looming
over college campuses every-
where. Recently, the United
Nations accepted a resolution
allowing military action to take
place in the Gulf if Iraq doesn't
withdraw from Kuwait by Jan.
15.
This decision has increased
the fears of students across the
United States.
A Maine Campus poll has
shown that the overwhelming
opinion is that the U.S. has nei-
ther moral reason nor right to be
in the Persian Gulf.
The poll, conducted this week,
concludes that the UMaine
community is against war in the
Persian Gulf.
Inside
Saddam Hussein
ignores Bush.
See story on page 13.
Sports page 17
Comics page 16
Crossword page 15
Weather
Today: cloudy, with a
chance of flurries,
highs in the 30s.
Thursday: partly
cloudy, clearing,
highs in the 20s.
"I think we have a right to be
in theGulf, but I think there are
better ways of protecting our
interests aside from going to
war," said David Clark, pro-
fessor of economics.
Many students refused to give
their names and ROTC mem-
bers Would not comment on the
Persian Gulf crisis.
Both students and faculty ex-
pressed the belief that our rea-
sons or being in the Gulf are
purely economic.
"If Kuwait were growing ba-
nanas instead of producing oil,
I don't think any American sol-
diers would be there,"history
professor Alex Grab said.
Sortie students went as far as
to saY if the draft were reinstat-
ed they would "become Cana-
Sevieral students viewed the
U.S. as the aggressor. One
polled student said, "We
haven't given the economic
sanctions enough time."
"We should wait and let the
embargo work. It takes time to
be effective," said Grab.
"We're there(in the Middle
East) for oil and we're going to
end up paying for it with blood,"
a student said.
"We are way too anxious to
start a war in someone else's
country," said a nother student
who is active in the Maine Peace
Action Committee (MPAC).
Ethan Strimling, MPAC
member and student, said "I
think It's important that students
get involved, we are the ones
who can make a difference."
MPAC will be holding a rally
Mon. Dec. 10, in front of the
Memorial Union.
at UMaine.
Arthur B. Greene, a lawyer
who represents I4ing, said that
King does not wa4t the columns
republished "becakise he doesn't
feel they 're up to bar and Would
prefer not to see them pub-
lished."
Green said he thought the
Campus was mailing a mistake
in trying to republish his works,
since King has been a major
contributor to thei University of
Maine.
Doug Vanderweide, interim
editor of the Carapus, said that
the newspaper is pursuing the
possibility of reprinting some
of King's work,
The Campus has retained an
attorney who is looking into the
matter, he said.
"When he renders a decision
on what to do, we will decide
what we are- going to do,"
Vanderweide said.
King could not be reached for
comment.
Pappas said he was disap-
pointed, but not surprised by
King's reaction.
Several attempts by other ed-
itors were made over the years
to republish the columns.
Fornier ROC treasurers
charged with theft of more
than $10,000
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
A former student who worked
for Residents on Campus, an
organization representing and
providing pro ranuning for
residence hall atudents, was
indicted Monday by Penobscot
County Grand
of theft by unau rized taking,
y on chargeso
a class B crime. i
, Geoffrey Sconleilheckler, 23.
of North 
Kingst 
vm, R.I1, who
was ROC's t
February 1989
allegedly misu
the organizati
$10,000. Acc
release from th
asurer from
to May 11990,
rd fund i from
in excess of
ding to press
UniverSity of
Maine Deparuaent of Public
Safety, if Heilhecker is con-
victed, he could be subject to
$10,000 fine and imprisonment
up to ten years.
According to Steve Mendros
of Student Government, the
body that: oversees and helps to
fund ROC, the discrepancies in
funds were discovered earlier
this fall, in preparation for the
yearly audit.
"He (Heilhecker) made no at-
tempt to hide what he had done,"
Mendros said in a statement
prepared for the press. "Dwight
Dorsey, the president of ROC,
has made changes to prevent
something similar from hap-
pening in the future."
See THEFT on page 15
New drug does wonders for some who can afford it
By Doina Chiacu
Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — At
19, Itaency W. became sure she
was ing followed - her first
symptom of acute schizophre-
nia taat would for 10 years turn
reality into a protean monster,
holding her hostage to delusion
and paranoia.
It vi,ould drive her to live in a
carAhnerging late at night to eat
front tin cans in her parents'
kitchen. She was in and out of
mental hospitals, and spent six
months roaming the East Coast
alone.
Conimunication became im-
possible.
"Site just did not have that
ability at all - to laugh, to cry,"
said Iher father, George W., of
Hampstead, in a voice as flat as
the emotional terrain he de-
scribed.
Nancy never will eliminate the
chemical imbalance spawning
the demons in her brain. But
with a new anti-psychotic drug,
she coexists with them is
guarded neutrality. At 29, she
has her own apartment in Salem
and takes courses at a commu-
nity college.
The drug clozapine, marketed
as Clozaril, has elicited similar
success stories, particularly
among severely ill people whom
other medications have failed.
Unlike other drugs prescribed
for schizophrenia, such as tho-
razine and prolixin, clozapine
doesn't cause involuntary facial
tremors known as tardive dys-
kinesia •a condition that is
!
sometimes irre4ersible
Many of th4e "cured" by
clozapine are described as
having awakened.
George W. ,and his wife
Catherine, saw l almost inune-
diate improvement in Nancy.
"We got our datighter back. She
got herself bac11," he said.
Clozapine is jouted by many
experts as the first significant
breakthrough ia psycopharma-
cology in 30 years, and the
harbinger of anew valve tif anti-
psychotics. Bul its cost -$9,000
a year per pati t - has some inT
the mental he th community
up in arms. ,
Nationally, th Food and Drug
Administrati n estimates
200,000 sever !schizophrenics
could benefit fromn the drug.
But because of the cost, only
about 7,000 people are taking
it.
Pennsylvania will spend $2
million this fiscal year to treat
schizophrenics witticlozapine
in state hospitals, enough for
about 220 patients in Pennsyl-
vania'S state hospitals.
A coalition of mental health
groups in Pennsylv ania has sued
seeking to require the state to
buy clozapine for all eligible
patients in its hospital system.
A group of patients in New York
also has sued trying to force
that state to offer Medicaid re-
imbursement for clozapine.
In Kansas, a federal judge's
ruling requires Medicaid to pay
for the drug.
New Hampshire in August
See DRUG on page 16
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Concord dry cleaner
pushing environmental
consciousness drive
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A Concord
dry cleaner has enlisted its customers to
help it cut down on waste, and so far the
combination has been a big hit for the
company and the environment.
Concord Cleaners asks its customers to
return hangers, plastic bags, and, this
month, old clothes, to they may be used
again. Owner Jay Rosenfield said the
amount of waste due to packaging has
angered him for a long time.
"It's crazy. You go and buy something
and it's all packaging," he said. "My
salesmen come to me and say I need more
plastic, more tissue. The garment is all
the customer wants, not all the litter."
About a month ago, Concord Cleaners
became the first dry cleaner in the state to
accept plastic garment bags for rec ycling.
Now, Rosenfield estimates 20 percent of
the state's dry cleaners take back the
plastic.
Rosenfield wanted to recycle the plas-
tic years ago, but was stymied. In 1986-
87, he was president of the North East
Fabricare Association, a trade organiza-
tion for dry cleaners. At his urging, the
association asked suppliers to pressure
manufacturers to develop a process for
recycling the bags. No manufacturer
accepted the challenge.
This year, Rosenfield tried again on his
own and was successful. Environmental
Resins Ltd., a plastics company in Stowe,
Mass., picks up Rosenfield's bags and
reprocesses them into new bags or other
plastic products.
Michael Gonet, chief executive offi-
cer for the company, said only about 5
percent of the resin gleaned from the
old bags can be mixed w.th new resin.
But he said, considering 200 million
pounds of dry cleaning bags are pro-
duced each year, "five percent is a lot."
Rosenfield also takes back hangers,
although he has yet to find a company
that can recycle them into new hang--
ers. Concord Cleaners collects the
hangers and uses those that aren't bent
or otherwise defective. The rest are
thrown out.
Rosenfield said he used to buy 10,000
hangers a week, but now customers
return between 3,000 and 4,000, and
most are good enough to use again.
"I always said the world's going to be
overrun with graveyards and hangers,"
he said. "It shocks me that some dry
cleaners won't take hangers back,"
Rosenfield said he doesn't save any
money be accepting the hangers be-
cause he has to pay people o separate
them. He said he does it because "it's
the right thing to do."
This month, Concord Cleaners is
accepting old clothes. Rosenfield said
the clothes are cleaned and given to
needy people.
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News in Brief
HANCOCK, Maine (AP) — The Maine
Maritime Patrol is investigating a series of
lobster thefts over the past several months,
including the heist of 800 pounds of lobsters
from a Hancock dealer last weekend.
On Saturday night, thieves apparently
drove down the secluded gravel road leading
to the Wet Lobster Co.'s fenced-in pound
on the Skillings River and loaded up a truck
with 10 crates of live lobsters, the equista-
lent of 1100 pounds, said Sgt. Chuck Roin-
mel of the marine patrol.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP) — The
military rebellion that turned parts of Beano
Aires into a battleground two days before
President Bush is to arrive was Argentina's
fourth since 1987, and may have been the
least effective.
Challenged immediately by the air mad
armored power of loyalist troops, Mondayi's
was the shortest and bloodiest of the fohr.
revolts. At least 13 people were killed tuld
about 60 wounded.
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP)—President Bush
headed for Uruguay Tuesday on his salute-
to-democracy tour of South America as
U.S. officials looked with anxiety toward
Bush's planned stop in strife-tom Argentina.
U.S. officials were not surprised that a
military rebellion in Argentina fizzled, but
there were lingering concerns over Bushls
safety.
NEW YORK (AP) — New York City in
closing out its bloodiest year on reconi:
more than 2,000 murders so far, and
cember -- traditionally one of the deadlie
months — has bately begun.
Police said the increased availability or
guns was directly responsible for the death
toll surpassing last year's record of 1,905i
BRUSSELS Belgium (AP) — Negotia
tions to complete an unprecedented globs
free trade pact opened in turmoil as delegate
inside the hall clashed on farm issues whit
police outside battled angry demonstrators
Almost 30,000 farmers marched Monda
to protest a U.S.-backed proposal aimed ail
trimming billions of dollars in trade-dis
toning agricultural subsidies. Police at
point used tear gas and water cannons.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Richard Be-
rendzen, who quit as president of American
; University before pleading guilty to`jmak-1
' ing obscene telephone calls, return WI
teaching at the school after more than a year
on paid administrative leave.
Berendzen will resume his duties as a full
professor of physics in the spring of 1992,
interim President Milton Greenberg said
Monday.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Public health '
!officials are making it easier, faster and
cheaper for millions of women who suffer
from vaginal yeast infections to get treat-
ment.
With the availability soon of the first ,
over-the-counter drug to treat these infec-
tions, women will be able to skip the doc-
tor's office and go straight to the pharmacy
— and pay less than when it was a pre-
scription drug.
. WASHINGTON (AP) — A Supreme
Court ruling reinforcing the right if crimi-
nal suspects to legal representation is an
important deterrent to police coercion, the
hawyer who won the case says.
"I view the opinion as a significant
reaffirmation of the rights" of the accused,
said attorney Floyd Abrams, who han-
dled the appeal of Mississippi death row
inmate Robert S. Minnick.
BEIJING (AP) — About a dozen major
, figures in last year's pro-democracy
movement have been charged with
counterrevolutionary crimes, and two
have been put on trial, a court official and
a Chinese source said Tuesday.
Fan Shumi, a spokeswoman for the
Beijing Intermediate Court, said two
students, Zhang Ming and Zheng Xu-
guang, went on trial late last week but
their sentences have yet to be handed
down.
ATLANTA (AP) — Police said they
arrested 100 demonstrators when a pro-
test against the federal Centers for Dis‘
ease Control's definition of AIDS turned
destructive.
'They were allowed to demonstrate until
they began defacing CDC property," said
DeKalb County Police Maj. J.S. Wilson.
"They painted the building. They beat on
the windows and chained themselves to
the front entry doors."
. WASHINGTON (AP) — With another
Iow-turnout election to bolster their case
for change, congressional Democrats will
be pushing again next year for national
rules to make it easier for people to reg-
ister to vote.
, A simpler system could increase turn-
out — but it also takes competitive
campaigns that give people something to
vote about.
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Maine's
new legislators gathered at the State
House to complete their selection of party
leaders and nominees for the posts of
attorney general, secretary of state and
neasurer.
Presiding officers ohn L. Martin and
Charles P. Pray, the top Democrats who
will again serve as House speaker and
Senate president, warned their colleagues
that a growing revenue shortfall will make
the new session a difficult one from the
outset.
'(AP)— Baghdad backed away from its
ciOnfrontation with Moscow today, say-
ing it s:.%ould allow l all 3,000 Soviets
stranded in Iraq to leave, but it demanded
the Kremlin pay compensation for can-
celing their work contracts.
Soviet Foreign Minister Edward A.
Shevardnadze had warned that Moscow,
Which has not sent troops to join the U.S.-
led multinational force stationed in the
Persian Gulf, would Use military force if
its citizens were hanined.
MOSCOW (AP) — A space capsule
carrying a Japanese journalist and two
Soviet cosmonauts docked today with
ttle orbiting Mir space station, Tass re-
parted.
The Soyuz TM-111capsule, launched
Samday from the Bailtonur Cosniodrome
in Soviet Central Asia, will return to
Earth today with journalist Toyohiro
Akiyama and a Soviet crew completing a
five-month expedition.
Akiyarna is the first Japanese in space,
aid also the first journal isi.
S-5
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Eight die as jets collide on foggy runway
By Lisa Zagaroli
Associated Press Writer
ROMULUS, Mich. (AP) — Investiga-
tors today tried to determine whether a
pilot was lost on a foggy runway when he
turned his jetliner into the path of another
and caused a "kerosene torch" collision
that killed eight people.
Monday's collif:ion of a Boeing 727
and a DC-9, both operated by Northwest
Airlines, reduced one plane to a blackened
shell, its roof burned away. At least 20
people were hospitalized with bums,
broken bones, smoke inhalation and other
injuries.
The 727 was racing down a runway
toward takeoff at Detroit Metropolitan
Airport when its wing was sheared off by
the DC-9, which had turned in front of it.
Fuel poured from the planes and the DC-
9 burst into flames, killing eight of the 43
people aboard.
"It was like a Ng kerosene torch," said
passenger John kw, 41, of Pittsburgh,
who escaped uninjured by jumping off a
wing.
"The only thing going through my mind
was 'Fin going to die in this damn plane
and I'M only 26 years old,— said another
passenger, medical student Mike Marrone
of Saddle River, N.J. "I wanted to get out
of there and I think a lot of other people
did too. I didn't see too many acts of
heroisiv."
The atr traffic controllers union said the
DC-9 *pealed to have become lost in
the fog; Federal investigators refused to
comment on that possibility, and it was
not known what instructions the DC-9
received before straying into the path of
the 72'.
Northwest spokesman Bob Gibbons
said, "We don't know if the pilot got lost
in the f4g or what. But that is a topic in the
investigation."
At the time of the crash, visibility was
estimated by the controllers' union at a
quarten-mile. The ground was wet from a
snow and sleet storm that delayed flights
at the airport, which was closed at the
time to, inbound flights.
John Lauber, a member of the National
Transportation Safety Board's five-
member team investigating the crash,
said the DC-9's black box has been sent
to Washington for analysis.
He declined to speculate on the crash's
cause.
However, Tony Dresden, a spokesman
for the National Air Traffic controllers,
said the DC-9 pilot had gotten lost.
"The DC-9 pilot discovered at the very
last moment where he was, and so the
ground controller told him to immediately
get off that runway, but it was too late,"
Dresden said.
The Federal Aviation Administration
had no immediate comment on Dres-
den's statement.
Marta Laughlin, a spokeswoman for
the Air Line Pilots Association, declined
to comment. But ALPA spokesman Al
Pregler blasted the FAA for not having
installed a ground-level radar system at
the airport for avoiding collisions.
"We have been pushing them to do this
for a longtime, but they haven't," Pregler
said. "It's expensive, and they don't want
to spend the money."
FAA spokeswoman Barb Dettmer said
ii. system is scheduled for installation
hext year.
' The DC-9, bound for Pittsburgh, car-
ed 39 passengers and four crew mem- 
,
The 727 was headed for Memphis,
Tenn., with 146 passengers and 10 crew
embers.
The 727 was about to go airborne when
its right wing clipped the DC-9 behind
e co-pilot's seat, knocking off an engine.
moke billowed from the DC-9 fuselage,
here passengers apparently became
.rapped by the fast-moving fire.
: The only injuries suffered on the 727
were two people hurt evamating the
lane.
Robert Karo, 60, of Jackson , Miss., said
thought at first that the 727 had simply
lown a tire.
"The front end of the plane had begun to
lift off," Karp said."I don't think the back wheels were off.the ground yet. As soon as I heard thethump we came to an abrupt stop. I re-member looking at the other plane and
seeing smoke rolling out."
Precious star-gazing time lost to shuttle observatory problems
By Laura Tolley
Associated Press Writer
SPACE CENTER. Houston (AP) —
Col urn bia 's astronauts struggled Tuesday
to try to get NASA's $150 Million ob-
servatory working right after losing al-
most a full day of precious star-gazing
time.
The astronauts were able to look briefly
at a distant galaxy and two stars Monday,
but NASA said up to 10 percent of the
shuttle mission's 230 planned observa-
tions might have to be scrapped because
of problems in aligning three of the Astro
observatory's four telescopes.
"What we just have to do is make sure
that we reallotaae what is left to the
higher-priority objects that have been
lost," said mission scientist Ted Gull.
"Perhaps a low-priority object is going to
get pushed off the list as we go."
-The 10-day mission, which began with
UMaine UMaine UMaine
UMaine UMaine UMai
UMaine UMaine UM
UMaine UMaine U
4r3
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lift-off . early Sunday, was already six
month S behind schedule because of five
launch i postponements, four of them
caused by hydrogen leaks in Columbia
and one by problems with Astro.
NASA flight director Al Pennington
said thie telescope repairs were neatly
completed Monday, with only some fine-
tuning ;remaining to be done Tuesday.
But he said that could take until the
afternoon.
Repairs were delayed for a few hours
Mond* when a computer aboard Co-
lumbia malfunctioned after a faulty
message was included in a series ofcommnd 
s from Earth.
• Tht reason for the mistake wasn't
immediately clear. NASA said.
The dstronauts got some viewing time
in Mohday by manually operating the
symste! and by aligning the three ultra-
violet telescopes with the help of a fourth
star traOcerlhat is normally used to keep
UMaine UMaine UMaine
aine UMaine UMaine
ne UMaine UMaine
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JOIN US FOR A CHRISTMAS PROMENADE
DECEMBER 5,6, 7
9 AM - 5PM
at the
UM MINI MALL
MEMORIAL UNION
Featuring:
Sweatshirts, Turtlenecks, T-Shirts; Cotton, and Wool Sweaters,
Tapes, Cassettes, Compact Disks, Imported Clothing and
Accessories, Jewelry, Socks, and Bags.
MEET ME AT THE UNION!
CHRISTMAS PROMENADE
the shuttle properly aligned.
That process is awkward, time-con-
suming and ndt as precise, but it enabled
the astronauts to focus the three telescopes
on a nearby star Monday evening.
"That is a milestone. How about that?"
said astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman.
Later Monday, the astronauts manually
pointed all three telescopes at a white
dwarf star with a powerful magnetic field.
The astronauts also pointed one tele -
;scope at a galaxy 60 million light yearsjaway to look for evidence of a black hole.
The observation lasted only a few sec-
onds instead of a half hour because of the
imprecise manual operation.
"We ' re seeing some science. We're very
confident about the instruments," mission
manal;er Jack Jones said.
ATTENTION
STUDENTS/MIL RY RESERVISTS
In the event you are failed to active duty
as result of the curretlit crisis in the
Persian Gulf, there ae several crucial
academic and admin strative matters
which must be addr sed before you
leave the University. The University
would like to assist bu in handling these
matters as thorough} and expeditiously
as possible. Therefor, if you receive
orders to report for a we duty, please
call,Dwight Rideout, 531-1406, or visit
his office in the Center for Student
Services on the top foor of the Memorial
Union. He will provide you with
assistance in makings the transition by
serving as a liaison a d referring you, as
appropriate, to oth campus offices.
The University of M4ine is committed to
helping you make ttie transition with as
little disruption to your education as
possible.
o
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Volume 1, No. 6 Newsletter of Cutler Health Center
 University of Maine
THE COUNSELING CENTER
Fernald 581-1392 & Cutler 581-4020
Monday thru Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
CAREER CHOICE
ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES
RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS
SEXUAL VICTIMIZATION
EATING PROBLEMS
SEXUAL PROBLEMS & CONCERNS
We can help:
IT'S A MAJOR CHOICE!
Your choice of career will affect the rest of your life. It
is important to consider your talents interests, future
lifestyle choice, quality of life issues and projected
employability when you declare a major. For some
individuals, this is a difficult task.
If you have explored interest areas and cannot decide
upon a major, talking to a counselor can help. At the
Counseling Center, we will help you sort things out. It is
our experience that *major confusion occurs because
individuals are unsure about how their values, interests
and skins interact and impact their lifestyle choice. For
example, some careers rec,uire frequent moves which
cordlict with some individual's need to remain near their
family establish roots. Sometimes, the message from
others about their choice for Ira" career causes confusion
and doubt.
Another source of help is the Career Center, loca
ted at
Wingate Hall, telephone 581-1257, has a variety of ir
tormation
about careers, estimated salary range and the 
future
demand for many interest areas. SIGI, a computer pr
ogram
that suggest career areas after considering quality of 
life,
values and interest areas is also available. This ser
vice is
free to all students. Computer time must be reserve
d in
advance. The Center is open Monday through Friday fr
om
8:00 am. to 5:00 pin.
We can help. Choosing your educational/career path is a
big decision. It is a MAJOR CHOICE.
Call the Counseling center at 581-1392 or 581-4020 if you
are experiencing MAJOR CONFUSION. It take time to sort
out We issues, so cal early
YOUR PARENTS WON'T KNOW
When you come to the Counseling Center, for any
reason, we treat you as an adult. Your problems and
concerns are confidential. Were here to help.
SCARED OF GOING HOME?
Vacations often highlight difficult issues between student
and family. We can help you with your concerns about your
family. Callus.
„ 011..:). 7.147 t •-•
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• DEPRESSION
NEW•
• GAY & LESBIAN ISSUES
• EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS
• GENF_RAL CONCERNS
• StACIDAL THOUGHTS
COUNSELING CENTER GROUPS
FOR SPRING SEMESTER1991
GENERAL THERAPY GROUPS
* Undergraduate student group
* Older/returning adult group
WOMEN'S ISSUES GROUP
MEN'S ISSUES GROUP
EATING DISORDER GROUP
INCEST SURVIVORS GROUP
ACOATTROUBLED FAMILIES GROUP
GAY, LESBIAN, BISMAL SUPPORT GROUP •
ASSERTIVE TRAINING GROUP
If your are interested in joining any of these groups, please come int(
the Counseling Center and fill out a group interest sheet. A m
eetini
ll
ith a counselor is required before entry into a group. The times of
 thi
roups wi be announced later. 
MANAGING STRESS AT SEMESTER'S END
• ESTABLISH REALISTIC GOALS
* grades, study efforts, social releases
•
sc 
EEN-STIMELLY
* e sleeping, Mn and study
• CHO9SE A QUITE PLACE TO STUDY
organize your course notes for easy transport
• RELIE,VE TENSION
slow deep breathing several times a day
* break and move aroprid and exercise every
45 minutes to 1 how,
• THOyGHT -
make a pact with y4rse to think of romance,
STOPIN TECHNIQUES
grades, any other p oblems ONLY on breaks
• DON'T RELY ON DRLGS,
alcohol, other drug, carmine, sleeping medicine,
or mind altering sublstances rob your concentration
#
• GIVE YOURSELF r142I BACK
* erealisticg
• cAR FULLYEAT
your needs wholesome, well balanced meals
* avoid junk food
• SPEND SOME TIME ITH YOUR FRIENDS
* total isolation can cue depression
* friends can offer emotional support and help
* release tension ,
REGULARLY EXERCISE
;!,
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Proposed 15 percent cut would hurt UMairlk System
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — The chan-
cellor of the University of Maine System
said possible 15 percent cutbacks about
$11 million — would have "grave con-
sequences" for the system that already
endured cuts of $9.6 million a few months
ago.
Robert L. Woodt ury, warned by the'
State Budget Office of the Potential cuts,
said Monday that it's "difficult to con-
ceive" how the system can reduce ex-
penditures an additional $11 million over
six months.
"The university budget is overtaxed at
every campus," Woodbury said in a
statement.
"We have laid off employees, reduced
class sections, raised tuition sharply and
State troopers shoot gun-toting
North Vassalboro psychologist
NORTH V ASSA LBORO, Maine (AP)
— State troopers shot and killed a shot-
gun-toting psychotherapist after he
emerged from his house and raised the
weapon after an hour-long standoff, state
police said.
The man was identified as Dr. Frank
Passini, who formerly worked at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in
Togus before entering private practice,
said Stephen McCausland, spokesman
for the Maine Department of Public
Safety.
Troopers told Passini three times to put
down his weapon, 'then fired "two or
three" shots when he raised the shotgun,
McCausland said. Passini died about 9:30
p.m. Monday.
McCausland said the body was trans-
ported to Augusta, wiere an autopsy was
planned today.
Chief of Slate Police Col. Andrew De-
mers joined detectives and the state crime
lab on the scene Monday night, Mc-
Causland s id. Examiners from the at-
torney general's office also were investi-
gating the, shooting.
The incident began earlier in the evening
when Pass Mi deserted his wife at a super-
market in Winslow, McCausland said.
When she arrived home in a taxi, several
shots were fired form the house.
One shot Was fired from a bedroom
window in the direction of the cab, then
another shot was fired moments later
from the front door McCausland said.
Neither Mrs. Passini or the cab driver
were injured.
They drove to the Waterville Police
Department, which notified state troop-
ers.
Seven troopers responded to the call at
the house off Brann Road and surround-
ed by woods. Two troopers were hiding
behind a detached garage when Passini
walked out of the house with a shotgun.
McCausland said no motive was im-
mediately esiablished.
Jim SimpsOn, a spokesman at the VA
Hospital in Togus, said Passini worked
there until 1983 as head of the substance
abuse program.
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cut support for academic programs."
Gov. John R. McKeman said the cuts
may be necessary to make up for a rev-
enue shortfall. So far, proposals that have
surfaced involve 15 percent cuts in state
spending, which McKeman says would
save $110. million through June, and
borrowing from the state pension fund.
But David T. Flanagan, chairman of the
University of Maine System's board of
trustees, said those cuts will set back
progress in the system "by the stroke of a
pen."
He said there is a consensus among the
trustees to fight to preserve the quality
and reputation of the system.
"I'm very concerned that all the progress
we have made month by month, year by
year, dollar by dollar in upgrading the
quality and availability of the University
system over the past two decades is now
jeopardized," he said.
Fladagan said he is calling an emergency
meeting of the board on Dec. 17 in Bang-
or to develop a response to the proposed
cuts.
In tie meantime, he said he called on
the c4iancellor to prepare recommenda-
tions of how to allocate the cuts and to
prepire an analysis of the impact of the
prop4sed cuts.
Thel chancellor also should prepare
recommendations for increasing tuition
and Aiy inform each student and
empi of the situation,Flanagan said
yestc
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Trade bargaining teeters on edg of collapse
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — An
ambitious effort to overhaul the world
trading system appeared on the verge
of collapse Tuesday as pressure built
on European countries to compromise
in their fight against major farm subsi-
dy cuts.
Some European officials indicated
they were willing to offer more agri-
culture subsidy cuts, although it was
uncertain whether any new offer would
be enough to satisfy U.S. negotiators.
The 12-nation European Communi-
ty hadstaunchly resisted a U.S.-backed
proposal to slash export subsidies by
90 percent and reduce internal support
payments and market barriers by 75
percent over the flex; decade.
The talks, known
Round since they bega
South American natio
mantle barriers to trade
the Uruguay
in 1986 in the
, seek to dis-
agricultural
products. manufacturedgoods and the
fast-growing area of 4rvices, such as
banking and insurance.
"We have a very large stalemate in agri-
culture and that is unfortunate," said a dis-
appointed U.S. Trade Representative Carla
Hills.
Rufus Yerxa, one of Hills' top aides, said
"negotiations are very close to collapse."
A U.S. offical, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said even if the farm issue is
resolved, it was unlikely a final trade
agreement could be completed on schedule
this week.
He suggested another meeting would be
necessary, possibly in January with lower;
level negotiators involved.
A total of 107 nations are participating in
the discussions, which had been scheduled
to wrap up with five days of marathon
bargaining this week at the Hey sel Palaces,
a vast exhibition compiles on the outskirts
of Brussels.
Facing the prospect that these talks could
fail, officials from Germany said Tuesday
they were now campaigning with EC
members for more flexibility on agticul-
ture subsidies.
Germany's change of position, jut two
days after lational elections, could rep-
resent a significant breakthrough; The
Germans had been one of the majcir op-
ponents of farm subsidy cuts.
But there was no indication that Ffance
and Ireland, two other strong sup rters
of the subsidies, had softened their po-
sition.
Assistant German Economics Minister
Lorenz Schornerus did not give any de-
tails on what level of subsidy 'cuts the
Germans would support.
At present, the EC is offering what
would amount to a 15 percent reddction
in internal price supports.
Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Italy Lux-
Other members of the EC inllude;
embourg, the Netherlands, B ritain, Spat n
-
and Portugal.
U.S. officials held out hope fiat a
meeting in Paris on Wednesday between
DECEMBER
GRADUATES
IMPORTANT NOTIC. 
Because of the large response from students wanting to
attend the DeOrnber 22 Commencement Ceremony
at The Maine Center for the Arts, there will
be two (2) ceremonies as follows:
10:30 a.m. College of Applied Science and Agriculture
College of Business Administration
Co11ege of Education
College of Engineering
School of Engineerin$ Technology
College of Forest Resources
University College I
College of Arts and Humanities
Coilege of Social and Behavioral Sciences
College of Science
Griduate School
By having the tw434 (2) commencement ceremonies, there
no need for ticets to be issued. Sufficient seating for
graduates apcl guests will be available. Specific
instructions are being mailed this week to the graduate
Office f the Registrar .Wingate Hal 1
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German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and
French President Francois Mitterand
might produce a change in France's op-
position as well.
The meeting was officially called to
discuss next week's summit of European
Community leaders in Rome, but it was
likely the two leaders would take up the
farm question.
The Bush administration has estimated
a successful trade agreement would help
reduce America's huge trade deficits, still
running at nearly $100 billion a year, by
boosting export opportunities for U.S.
farmers and businesses.
President Bush, who is on a trip to South
America, said Wednesday, "We must use
this meeting to find the political will to
limit or reduce distortions in trade."
"For all practical purposes, two days of
negotiations here in Brussels have been
wasted in so far as agriculture is concerned
and there are not that many days left,"
said Agriculture Secretary Clayton
Yeutter.
"I have seen no real movements from
entrenched positions in any of the major
areas," Uruguayan Foreign Minister
Hector Gros Espiell, the chairman of the
trade talks, said Tuesday night." feel that
we need substantial breakthroughs...if this
meeting is to end with a package of results
truly meaningful for all participants."
Nightline airs
Madonna
video banned
by MTV
NEW YORK (AP) ABC's "Night-
line" today aired Madonna's too-hot-for
MTV video in its steamy entirety, and
Madonna - the picture of propriety in a
buttoned up black dress - &fended the
clip as. a "celebration Of Sex."
"Why are we willing to deal with the
reality of violence and sexism and why
aren't we willing to deal with sexuality?"
she asked in an interview.
"If we're going to have censorship, let's
not be hypocrites about this," the pop
singer added. "Why is it okay for 10-
year-olds to sec someone's body being
ripped to shreds? ... Why do parents not
have a problem with that?"
Her "Justify My Love" video, which
was rejected by the cable music station
last week, features the bra-and-garter-
belt-clad singer in an encounter with a
lover, played by her real-life boyfriend,
Tony Ward, ina Paris hotel.
The video portrays the couple's fanta-
sies, which run to bisexuality, voyeurism,
group sex, cross-dressing and mild sa-
domasochism.
"Half of me thought I was graing to get
away with it," said Madonna, speaking
via satellite from Los Angeles.
She said the video - with its chains.
black leather and crucifixes - was about
"honesty ... and the celebration of sex.
There's nothing wrong with that." '
The video with some naughty parts
electronically altered - had appeared
previously on NBC's "Saturday Night
Live" and on CNN.
It also was shown uncensored on the
Jukebox Network, a pay TV channel.
The video is scheduled to go on sale on
Decc:mbor 18, 1990.
,
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Police under verbal attack
after fatal "surprise" riot
By Beth Duff-Brown
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP)-  Merchants criticized
police as they angrily cleaned up Tues-
day from a night of looting and fires
triggered by the acquittal of six police
officers in the fatal beating of a Puerto
Rican drug dealer.
Fire officials estimated the fire damage
alone at $2.9 million.
Police Chief Perry Anderson said police
could have moved in earlier. But he
defended his department, saying there
were no deaths or violent clashes with
police.
Mayor Xavier Suarez met with leaders
in the largely Puerto Rican Wynwood
!community to look into reasons for the
rioting, %% hich police and city officials
admitted caught them by surprise.
IMO
MerFhants complained that police took
too long to move in Monday night after
hundreds of youths swarmed through
usually tranquil streets, looting stores
and burning down businesses.
Theriot followed acquittal of six police
officers accused of beating to death Le-
onardo Mercado, a Puerto Rican-born
cocaine dealer.
"The police knew it was going to hap-
pen and they just sat back and did noth-
ing, absolutely nothing," said Richard
Munez, who owns Los Hispanos Super-
market.
'Munoz said hisSmall grocery store was
not damaged because he scared off the
looters.
"I spent all night armed and on the
roof," Munoz said.
Other merchants were busy sweeping
up broken glass and cleaning soot.
Si save-
18 Mill Street Orono
- 866-3550
DAILY DISCOUNT SPECIALS
$1.00 oft Footlong • 50c off 6"
ood on deliveries and eat-in
SUN.- Lobster, Crab, Tuna
MON.- Spicy Italian, Cold Cut Combo
TUES.- Meatball, Steak St Ceese
WED.- Ham & Cheese, Roast Beef, Turkey
THUR.- BMT, Club
FRI.- Turkey Esc Bacon, BLT
SA  Chicken Fajita, BBQ Pork
"Double Stamps on Your Subway Card'
Sunday - Thursday 7:00-11:00 p.m. (in store only)
Delivery Hours:
Sunday - Thursday 7:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 7:00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.
50e delivery charge on orders under $5.00
No Deliveries Dunng Vacation Periods
clip Si save 
HEADQUARTERS 570 Stillwater Ave., Bangor
942-2100
Across from Bangor Mall Cinemas
2 for 1 Tuesdays!
Bring in a friend &
receive 2 cuts for the.
price of 1 on Tuesdays
only. Use this coupon or
just mention "2 for 1 
Tuesday' and show your
college IDs.
SAVE IN STYLE!
Register to win a 1991
Jeep in the Vavoom
"Dnve in Style Sweeps"
APPOINTMENTS
RECOMMENDED NAIR a SIIUN CARE
*Owner and manager excluded - not to be used with any other di
scounts.
UMaine student receives scholarship
A University of Maine student, Patricia L. Smith of Bangor, is the recipient of
a $1,500 merit scholarship from Middlesex Mutual Assurance Co. Rickey E.
Johnson, right, president of the companlos Augusta branch, made the presen-
tation id uring a Nov. 26 ceremony. W. Stanley Devino, left, dean of the UMaine
College of Business Administration, was among other representatives there.
if you have any concerns about specific issues
at UMaine, contact one of these Senators
or attend a Senate meeting
Tuesdays @ 6:00 101 Neville
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Fundraiser admits link to Keating
By William M. Welch
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (LAP) — Financier
Charles H. Keating Jr. probably intended
a link between his contributions to Sen.
Alan Cranston and the senator's help in
contacting bank regulators, the lawmak-
er's former chief fund-raiser says.
"In retrospect, I think that there was a
link there," Joy Jacobson told the Senate
Ethics committee on Monday. She de-
nied any wrongdoing in soliciting more
than $850,000 in contributions from
Keating.
"in the context in which I was these
contributions,! did not know all the other
things that were going on," she said.
Testifying in the committee's hearings
into the so-called Keating Five senators.
Jacobson said she didn't know of Cran-
ston's repeated contacts with federal
banking regulators at the time Keating
was making contributions to the Califor-
nia Democrat's voter registration drives.
The ethics panel, in its 11th day of
hearings today, planned to begin ques-
tioning M. Danny Wall, the former top
federal thrift regulator who says he re-
ceived an unusual number of telephone
calls from Cranston on behalf of Keat-
ing's Lincoln Savings and Loan Associ-
ation.
The Ethics Committee is investigating
allegations the five senators improperly
intervened with regulators on Keating's
behalf. The financier and his associates
gave $1.3 million to the senators' cam-
paigns and favored causes.
Besides Cranston, senators under scru-
tiny are John McCain of Arizona, the
only Republican, and Democrats Dennis
DeConcini of Arizona, John Glenn of
Ohio and Donald Riegle of Michigan.
Meanwhile, law enforcement sources
speaking on condition of anonymity said
Monday that the FBI is looking into the
senators' conduct at part of a wide-rang-
ing investigation being coordinated with
federal prosecutors in Los Angeles and
Phoenix.
Examination of the senators' dealings
with Keating is one aspect of the broad
federal criminal inquiry into alleghtions
of financial wrongdoing at Irvine, Calif.-
based Lincoln Savings and its parent,
American Continental Corp.
Justice Department officials declined
to comment on a report in Monday's
Washington Times that the FBI is focus-
ing on allegations of vote-trading and
bribery against Cranston and DeConcini.
Democrats urge for sanctions to
be given sufficient time to work
lly Donna Caesata
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — By repeated-
ly ut ging President Bush to stick with the
ecoromic embargo against Iraq, Senate
Democrats are turning aside the admin-
istration's bleak assessment of the sanc-
tions' effectiveness.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga:. made 'the point
repeatedly during five days of hearings
that he engineered as chairman of the
Senate armed Services Committee. Day
after day, forme: U.S. defense officials
urged the Whin; House to give the sanc-
tions more time - bolstering the Demo-
cratic challenge to Bush's strategy.
When two current officials - Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney and Gen. Colin
Powell, chairman' of the Joint. Chiefs of
Staff - finally testified on Monday, Nunn
asked them if the administration was
dismissing sanctions too easily.
"If we go to war, we never will know
whether they would have worked," said
Nunn, who has criticized the president's •
decision to increase the number of U.S.
troops in the region to more than 440,000. .
Cheney and Powell struck a pessimistic
tone, saying that Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein could survive the international
sanctions imposed after his forces invaded
the oil-rich emirate of Kuwait on Aug.2.
They alto used their appearances before
the panel to try to stem the tide of con-
gressional discontent over Bush's con-
Juct.
"Give dw nature of the regime, given
Saddam Hussein's brutality to his own
people, his very tight control of that so- ,
ciety, hi&.ability to allocate resources for
the nailitslry, their ability to produce their
own food... he can ride them out," Chene
said.
_fie described the administrat ion posit ion
that American and international interests
are in jeopardy in the crisis, especially if
Saddam gains a stranglehold on oil sup
plies.
The detense secretary also said he does
not believe Bush requires any additional
authority from Congress before "com-
mitting U.S. forces to achieve our ob-
jectives in the (Persian) Gulf."
- The ranking Republican on the Armed
Services Committee, Sen. John Warner
of Virginia, said in an interview later in
the day that Cheney and Powell "put in
balance clearly the testimony of .the
witnesses of the previous week.-
DeConcici denounced the newspapSr
report, saying he had not been questionild
as part of a criminal investigation. I
think I'm being terrorized by such in
article appearing," he said.
One of the senators' colleagues, Sep.
Daniel K. Inouye, D-Hawaii, appeared
before the ethics panel on their behalf
Monday and said it appeared to him each
had done no more that typical servide for
a constituent.
"He said DeConcini, accused by two
regulators of trying to negotiate a deal flat
Keating, did not cross the bounds of
propriety.
"I do not believe Senator DeConcini
crossed the line," Inouye said. "I do not
believe his statement or representation in
improper, because if that is improper, I
think all of up at one time or another have
done that."
_Jacobson was questioned at length about
the fund-raising she did for three com-
mittees associated with Cranston, which
were primarily devoted to registering
voters. She said they had minimal polit-
ical benefit for Cranston in California
because their efforts were scattered over
other states.
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JUST ARRIVED
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS
TO ALL NEW PATIENTS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
THROUGH DECEMBER 14
A preliminary consultation and health histOry
A comprehensive orthopedic/neurological examination of the spine
X-Rays .
Report of findings
Normally a value of $150, it is being offered to help introduce
gentle, effective chiropractic health care to the area.
-$30-
* Please present this coupon on day of appointment
PARADY CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
31 S. MAIN ST, OLD T041
827-5555
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Residents On Campus
Today's Maine -Campus reports that a former
treasurer for Residents on Campus, a programming board
of the General Student Senate, has been indicted by the
Penobscot County Grand Jury for allegedly misusing
funds from the organization, to the tune of $10,000.
Heilhecker's indictment brings tolthe forefront the real
wrong of ROC.
ROC has failed the students it is supposed to be
serving. It has managed to not only squander funds meant
for student programming, but it has also failed to notice
that those funds were gone until well after the fiscal cycle
had ended.
That's wrong. That's a miscarriage of justice, and
abuse of the mandate organizations like ROC are charged
to undertake: to conduct themselves with the best interests
of students in mind.
It escapes us how ROC could have managed to find
itself in the position it is in now. This example should
serve as an impetus to GSS to look closely at how other
organizations it funds are spending their money, as well,
before another situation like this unfolds.
Students complain when the administration puts the
screws to them. Now, students have put the screws to
students. There should be an outcry Of equal proportion,
one for more responsibility from student government and
its organizations and committees. Perhaps that, too, will
prevent another fiasco of this scale.
Time to leave the
Middle Eost
The fear of war is looming across America.
As the Bush administration sends more troops over-
seas, including reservists and units of the National Guard,
Americans at home are questioning our motives in the
Miidle East and the costs associated ivith gaining those
1objectives.
The Bush administration has waveired with justifica-
tions, from condemning an overt act of aggression to
pre tecting American interests (whatever that means) to
the sheer economics of having a say in the affairs of the
world's oil belt.
Are these good reasons? What are America's true
motives, and at what cost should our Motives be won?
We say, there is a reason why America is in the Gulf
right now which few people are mentioning. The Bush
administration wants to take the lead :in the post-Cold-
War world, and it has decided that this is the proving
ground. Half a million Americans will prove our point.
It's too much to ask. Bravado meaas little in a place
like the Middle East, where wrongs linger in people's
minds well after they're committed an4 outsider actions
are viewed with scorn.
Too much is at stake in the possibility of war. Peace
should be our effort. Stop the buildup, bring the soldiers
home, and let the Arabs solve their owa problems.
,
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A week in London with Dave
Recently my family and I spent
a week in London, which is a
popular foreign place to visit
because they have learned to
speak some English over there.
Although frankly they have a
long way to go. Often, when
they get to the crucial part of a
sentence, they'll realize that they
don't know the correct words,
so they'll just make some silly
ones up. I had a lot of conver-
sations that sounded like this:
ME: Excuse rne. Could you
tell us how to get to Budcingham
Palace?
BRITISH PERSON: Right
You go down this street here,
then you nip up the wecker-
shams.
ME: We • should nip up the
week e rshams?
BRITISH PERSON: Right.
Then you take your first left,
then you just pop 'round the
gorn-and-scumbles, and, Jack's
a doughnut, there you are!
ME: Jack's a doughnut?
BRITISH PERSON: Right
Also they have a lot of trouble
with pronunciation, because
they can't move their jaw mus-
cles, because of malnutrition
caused by wisely refusing to cat
English food, much of which
was designed and manufactured
in medieval times during the
reign of King Walter the Mildly
Disturbed. Remember when you
were in junior high school, and
sometimes the cafeteria work-
ers would open up a large Army-
surplus food can left over from
the Spanish-American War and
serve you a scary-looking dish
with a name like —Tuna Bean
Prune Cabbage Omelet Casse-
role Surprise?" Well, they still
have a LOT of food like that
over in England, on permanent
display in bars, called "pubs,"
where people drink for hours
but nobody' ever eats. We saw
Dave Barry
individual servings f pub food
:hat we recognized from our
last visit., in 1978. Sinnedishes
— no effort is madto conceal
this fact — contain KIDNEYS.
We also say one (Ash with a
sign next to it that said — I
swear I am not making this up
—"Sported Dick.'
The English are vry good at
thinking up silly nes. Here
are some actual stations on the
London underground: Maryle-
bone, Tooting Bcoasihway, Pic-
cadilly Circus, Copkfosters,
Frognal, Goodge Street, Mud-
chute, Barking and East Ham.
Londoners are apologetie about
their underground, which they
believe has become filthy and
noisy and dangerous.hut which
they believe has became filthy
and noisy and dangeroes, but
which is in fact for Mott civi-
lized than the average Ameri-
can wedding recepti
height of rush hour,
the London wide
At the
e on
actu-
ally say "excuse me.. Imagine
what would happen if you tried
an msane stunt like that on the
New York City subway. The
other passengers would take it
as a sign of weal
there'd be a fight co.
to keep your ears a.
Our primary cultu.
in London was chili • ;
ey. We had to dc I
becausethedollri.
Europeans use the
sand
•.ho,got
' oPhY-
..ctivity
.
.; mon-
:. a lot
weak.
ar pri-
marily to apply sho: ish. So
every day we'd go t, of the
money-changingplii. that are
all over London, and 'd ex-
change some dollars f Sritish
money, which consi4s Of the
"pound" and a wide slarety of
mutant coins whose sizes and
shapes are unrelated to their
values, and then we'd look for
something to eat that had been
invented in this century, such as
pizza, and we'd buy three slices
for what we hoer realized was
$247.50. and then we'd change
some money again. Meanwhile.
the Japanese tourists were ex-
changing 'THEIR money for
items such as Westminster Ab-
bey.
In the interest of broadening
our 20-year-old son's cultural
awareness, we visited some
important historic sites, includ-
ing the Tower of London, the
Dungeon, and Madame Tus-
saud's Wax Museum, all of
which arc devoted to explaining
in clinical detail how various
historic members of royalty
were whacked into SWAB his-
toric pieces. English history
consists largely of royal people
getting their heads chopped off,
which is why members of the
royal family now wear protec-
tive steel neck inserts, which is
why they walk the way they do.
Needless to say this brand of
history was a hit with our son.
He especially enjoyed the
guided "Jack the Ripper" tour
that we took one dark night with
a very intense guide. "Right on
this spot is where they found the
victims' intestines," she'd say.
"And right here is where they
found the liver, which is now
part of the food display of that
pub over there."
I definitely recommend Lon-
don for anybody who enjoys
culture and could stand to lose a
few pounds. I learned many
things that will be of great value
to me, not just personally, but
also professionally, and I'm not
saying that just to be polite to
the English. I'm saying it be-
cause ol Internal Revenue Ser-
vice regulations.
The
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900 a.m.'Christmas Prof/made.
Memorial Union.
11:(X) a.m. Maine Bound Annual
Outdoor Equipment Sale.
Equipment sold by students,
Maine Bound, and retailers. The
Lawn Rooms, Memorial Union.
-:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
The Good The Bad and the Ugbi.
Sponsored by TUB. Commuter/
NTS Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.
':00 & 9:00 p:m. Feature Film.
Gross Anatomy. Sponsored by
TUB. 130 Little Hall Free.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque
Iheater. Oedipus Rex Hauck
kuditorium, Memorial Union.
-kdrnission: $6.00, Free with I.D.
11:00 a.m. Main: Bound Annual
Outdoor Equipment Sale. The
town RoomS, Memorial Union.
200 & 8:00 p.m. Maine Masque
'Theater. Oedipus Rix Hauck
Auditonyrn, Free with I.D.
2:00 & 8:00 p.m. Bangor
Symphony Orchestra and the
Robinson Ballet. 77/eNtitnacker
Suite. MCA. Admission Charge.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Tiv Caine Mutiny. Commuter
Lounge. Memorial Union, Free.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey. Black
13e2us vs. University of Lowell.
Admission/ Sports Pass.
800 p.m. After Hours. Jimmy
>41 Lamy. Damn Yankee. Free.
e 9.00p.m. The Comedy Series. Lizz
160 WiruteadandMikeBen4BoyScientia
°C 6amn Yankee. Admission
IL
IdER
Dec.5 to Dec. 12
WEEKE
12:00 p.m. Christmas Tree Sale.
Sponsored by Xi Sigma Pi,
.4 College of Forrest Rescources
.1 Honor Society. In front of
Nutting Hall.
7.00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Fast Times at
Ridgemont High. Sponsored
by rua. Commuter/NTS
r Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey.
Black Bears vs. University of
Lowell. Alphond Arena.
Admission/ Sports Pass.
8:00 p.m. Contradance. Orono
Community Center, Benno&
Rd., Orono. Admission: $4.00.
ND ER
12:00 p.m. Chrktmas Tree Sale.
Sponsored by Xl Sigma Pi,
College of Forrest Rescouroms
Honor Society. In front of
Nutting Hall. '
1:00 p.m. UMaine
Basketball. Black Bears vs.
University of Conne:ticut.
Bangor Auditorium, Bangor.
Admission/ Spotta Pass.
2:00 & 8:00 p.n. Maine
Masque Theater. Oedipus
Rex. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. Admission:
$6.00, Free with I.D.
3:00 p.m. Bangor Symphony
Orchestra and the Robinson
Ballet. The Nutcracker Suite.
Vlaine Center for the Arts.
':00 p.m. Sunday Evening 
SingIlong. Peace and justice Ce ter,
'Central St. #302, Bangor. 942-
'343.Adm ission Charge.
•rj.
4 44.
,
•
7
•
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Wednesday, December 5 to Wednesday, December 12
MOVIES
Wednesday 5
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Fast
Times at Ridgemont High. Sponsored by
TUB. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Gross
Anatomy. Sponsored by TUB.
Commutcr/NTS Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
llnirsday 6
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
Gooe4 The Bad, and the Ugly. Sponsored
by TUB. Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Fret.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Rm. Gross
Anatomy. Sponsored by TUB. 130 Little
Hall. Free.
Friday 7
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
Caine Mutiny. Sponsored by TUB.
Commuter/NTS Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
Setarday 8
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Fast
Times at Ridge mont High. Sponsored by
TUB. Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free. •
Mealy 10
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Beau
Geste. Sponsored by TUB. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Mosey 11
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Cat
People. Sponsored by TUB. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Wednesday 12
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. An
American Werew4in London.
Sponsored by TUB. Sutton Lot,rige,
Memorial Union. Free.
12:15 p.m. Peace Club Film Series.
Dark Circle. Sponsored by The Peace
Club. Explores the little known
underside oldie nuclear age- that "Dark
Circle" which links the nuclear power
industry with the defense industry.
6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. It's A
Wonderfid Life. Sponsored by TUB. 101
Neville Hall: Free.
The Campus Crier
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MEETINGS
"Noy 5
4:00 p.m. Men Against Rape. Men
attempting to reduce the incidence of rape on
our campus duough education. Ham Room,
Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Akunni Association
Meeting. Students helping students, past,
present, and funne anssland Alumni Center.
581-ALUM.
630 p.m. Grcle K Meeting. Every
Wednesday. Bangor Lounge, Manorial
Union.
730 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North Lown
Room, Memorial Union.
Thursday 6
3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting. South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
330 p.m. Off-Campus Boani Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Every
Thursday. &odder Private Dining ROOM.
630 p.m. Wilck-Stein Lesbian, Bi-setual,
Gay Support Group Meeting. Every
Thursday. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Society for Creative Anadironism
Meeting. Come and recreate European
History. We dabble in sword and shield and
much more. Call Scott Borchelt at 866-4445
Rm. 127. All arc welcome. I trigyel Gym.
Sanday9
5:00 p.m. TheArmoting Guild. Learn the art of
nialcing Chainn tail and other types ofamior. All
are welcome. Basement of Corbett Hall
7:00 pm. International Airs Club
Meeting. Every Sunday. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
*Wit 10
5:15 p.m. P'Nuts Cooperative Meeting.
Every Monday at die bar in dr basement of
'Chadbourne Hat
6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling
'Gal meeting every Monday. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club Meeting.
Every Monday. Meets in Memorial Union:
, (heck listings.
beSai i
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting. Virtue ROOM, MC Maples.
,
6:00 p.m. Student Govenonstnt Meeting,
100 Neville Hal
7:00 p.m. Ad-Ventures Club Meeting. The
University of Maine advertising dub. Every
'Tuesday. Lord Hall Reading Room. All
Maims Welcome.
Wednesday 12
,3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting. South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union_
Come al see the
view Apple
Macintos Classic.
The power pf a
Macintosh For under$1000
Stop by the
Microcouter
esource enter, 11
hibles Hal! for ademonstration.
The Campus Crier
Countdown to Freedom.
There are onN 15 days to
Christmas Vaation.
The Campus Crier Wednesday, December 5 to \Wdnesday, December 12
SPEAKERS 
4-
'
Monday 10
7:00 p.m. Daniel Butler, Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Sponsored by the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. He will present the latest
developments in the computer
simulation of combustion systems. 110
Little Hall. Free and open to all
majors.
Tuesday 11
12:15 p.m. Women in tite,Curricultim.
Classified Employees: A Vial/ From
Behind the Scenes. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free and open to the
public.
There will be a candlelight vigil to
commemorate the one year
anniversary of the massacre of
fourteen women engineering students
at Ecole Polytechniqu: in Montreal.
The vigil will begin at 7:00 p.m. on
the steps of Fogler Library. There will
be a speaker and singing, followed b))
a reception at the University Club.,
The entire university community is
encouraged to attend.
For infc: Cheryl @ 581-1405
Jenine @ 866-0109
ATHLETICS
Friday 7
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey. Black Bears
vs. University of Lowell. Alfond Arena.
Admission/ Sports Pass.
Saturday 8
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey. Black Bears
vs. University of Lowell. Alfond Arena.
Admission/ Sports Pass.
Sanday 9
1:00 p.m. UMaine. Basketball. Black
Bears vs. Univcirsity of Connecticut.
Bangor Auditorium, Bangor.
Admission/ Sports Pass.
Teesday 11
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey. Black Bears
vs. University of New Hampshire.
Alfond Arena. Adniission/ Sports Pass.
Wednesday 12
7:30 p.m. UMaine Basketball. Black
Bears vs. Drexel. Bangor Auditorium,
Bangor. Admission/ Sports Pass.
NEED A RIDE? 
Send information to 16
Chadbourne Hall or call
581— 4359
Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Den!
8 p.m. to! a.m.
Off-Campus Students:
Tickets can be picked up from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00
p.m. at the Information Center, 2nd floor, Memonal
Union. Students must have their I.D. and Sports Pas.
Featuring:
0FREE Pizza and Popcorn
*Cash Bar with LD.
*Open to all ages
•No cover charge
*Cheap prices on your favorite
libations!
Sponsored by S:udent Government.
•
UMaine Hockey Ticket
Distribution.
Monday, Dec. 10 and Tuesday, Dec. 11 For
the Diexter Classic, Dec. 21-& 22.
On CampusStudents:
Tickets can be picked up at the following locations:-
East Campus—Jeff Hatris, Gannett Hall
South Campus Clair Coupe, Aroostook Hall
West Campus—Jerry Roue, Hart Hall
Tickets are available on a first come, first servei basis. If you don't pick up your tickets at these times
or places, you might be able to get them at tI4 box office before the game (if there are any left).
Wednesday 5
8:00 pap.. Music Department Recital.
Guitar .tudents' RecitaL 110 Little Hall.
Free.
Sway 9
3:00 p.m. Jazz at the Bagel Shop. Don
Stratton's Birthday Party. Special CD
Giveaway featuring Don Stratton from
Dr. Records. The Bagel Shop, 1 Main
St., Bangor, Maine. Admission $5.00
Monday 10
12:20 pm. Monday Jazz. Bangor
Lounge Memorial Union. Free.
Ride Nee
Maureen Per
To: Lewiston
When: Chris
Will Share G
Call: 581-45
Ride Nee
It's my Anni
To: Portland
When: Dece
Will Share in
Call: Seth W
316 H
581-47
-2 iPeio
Mk
mak
anU Driving
ea (One Way)
ber
Gas 3.1id Driving
er
Residential Li e
1;
There's somtthing new brewing in
each of the Dining Commons'.
FRESH GROVNI) COFFEE
•Grouniti in our own coffee grinders!
'Fresh ground beans with every pot!
*Enjoy the new taste sensation!
For the Best Coffee in town,
check out the Dining
Commons.
ay; a cup today!
UPCOMING— SPECIAL FINALS SNACKS
AT ALL OF THE DINING COMMONS
Residential Life Dining Service;
. •
.eF .07
•
1"
.
Wednesday, December 5 to Wednesday, December 12
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The Campus Crier
THE ART.i.
Thursday 6
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Oedipus Rex. The archegpe of the
Greek Tragedy, with stunning theatrical
power. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union. Admission: $6.00, Free with
I.D.
frklay 7
2:00 & 8:00 p.m. Maine Masque
Theater. Oedipus Rex Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission: $6.00, Free with I.D.
8:00 p.m. After Hours. Jimmy Landry.
Sponsored by TUB. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union. Free.
Saturday 8
2:00 & 8:00 p.m. Bangor Symphony
Orchestra and the Robinson Ballet.
The Nutcracker Suite. Maine Center for
the Arts. Admission Charge.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Oedipus Rex. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. Admission: $6.00,
Free with I.D.
9:00 p.m. The Comedy Series. Live
Wirutead and Mike Bent, Boy Scientist.
Sponsored by TUB. Damn Yankee, 11:15 a.m. Catholic Liturgies.
Memorial Union. Admission. Memorial Union.
Sunday 9 6:15 p.m. Catholic Liturgies. Newman
Center.
RELIGION T
Thursday 6
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study.
Every Thursday. Stodder Private Dining
Room.
7:30 p.m. The Way Campus
Fellowship. Everyone is welcome to
learn and grow with God. Fellowship,
teaching on how to believe the Bible.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ.
Program designed for spiritual growth
and development. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
friday 7
12:00 p.m. Moslem Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. An interdenominational
group of students desiring to listen to
the words of Jesus and wrestle with their
implications for our lives. Skeptics are
welcome. Memorial Union.
2:00 & 8:00 p.m. Maine Masque
Theater. Oedipus Rex. Hauck
Audito.-itun, Memorial Union.
Admission: $6.00, Free with I.D.
3:00 p.m. Bangor Symphony Orchestra
and the Robinson Ballet. The
Nutcracker Suite. Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission Charge.
Wednesday 12
7:00 p.m. Maine Center for the Arts.
Sesame Street Litre. Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission Charge.
Sunday 9
9:30 a.m Catholic Liturgies. Newman
Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Every Sunday. Wilson
Center.
Tuesday 11
7:00 p.m. The Way Campus
Fellowship. Working, Studying Night.
Using Biblical keys to find God's
answers to your questions. Everyone is
welcome, bring your questions and we
will work God's Word together. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.
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Editors: Chris Tinian, Shawn Anderson Artwork: Tim Carrier Cover Alt: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and student-
related activities. When placing a listing
please include the following informat on:
name, organization, phone number, time,
claw., location, cost, and a short description
of the event
Send all submissions through
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or
call us at 581-4359. Deadline
is Friday at 4:30 p.m. a week
before the listing is to appear.
inesday 5
9:30 a.m. hatanity/Sorority Clothing Sale.
Sponsored by UMFB and Panhel. FFA
Room, Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Seminar. Strew
Management Sponsored by New Student
Programs. North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
NO* 6
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation. Every
Thursday. Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.
Call 866-4227 for more info.
friday 7
4:00 p.m. International Coax Hour. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Someday 8
8:00 p.m. Connadance. Orono Community
Center, Bcnnoch Rd., Orono. Admission:
$4.00.
Snaky 9
7:00 p.m. Sunday Evening Sing-Along.
Peace and Justice Center, 9 Central St. #302,
Bangor. 942-9343.
Monday 10
12:00 p.m. Demonstration in front of
the Union.
7:00 p.m. Rally in the Damn Yankee.
"Help stop the war in the Middle east
before it starts!" Everyone welcome.
Sponsored by the Maine Peace Action
Committee.
Wednesday 12
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Seminar. Preparingfirr
Final Exams. Sponsored by New Student
Programs. North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
01401ng Events
Wednesday 5 to Fzic4, 7
9:00 a.m. Cluistrnas Prormenacie. UM mini
mall, selling evaything from sweatshirts to
CD's. Memorial Union.
i Thursday 6 to Friday 7
11:00 a.m. Maine Bound Annual Outdoor
k Equipment Sale. Equipment sold by
i students, Maine Bound, and retaikrs. The
Lown ROOMS, Memorial Union.
Friday 7 to Sunday 9
12.00 p.m. Cluistrnas Tree Sale. Sponsored
Sigma Pi, College of Forrest &scow=
W•ialor Society. In front of Nutting Halt
The Maine Campus, December 5-6, 1990
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Response
The race is on to capitalize
on college-level athletics
To The Editor:
There's a rainbow's opportu-
nity in the merging storms of
commercial intercollegiate
athletics, academic decline, and
the hopeful business takeover
both. "There's gold in them thar
hills."
The storm over intercollegiate
athletic economics is drifting
rapidly toward professionaliz-
ing the teams. It's too late to try
to dc-commercialize them. That
means putting them entirely into
the hands of businessmen who
will then pay a certain percent-
age of their net to the colleges
for use of the colleges' names.
facilities and patrons.
Like sports games, big busi-
ness have a free hand in games
where winning ha; become
everything, and whet e exercise,
mental relaxation, and devel-
opment of friendship have be-
come nothing in comparison. Hopefully the first ihspira-
This divorce of intercollegiate tional step business will,take in
athletic economics from the K-12 is to replace report cards
academic sector will free the with small weekly paychecks
colleges from the overgrown to give the kids that sweet taste
child which has developed from of what an education can do for
the seed of sporttnanship — the them the rest of their lives. The
oiiginal intent. It's time for the checks will vary in amount ac-
big bully to go out and make a cording to class and grades, and
living on his own, and stop should inspire parents and stu-
dominating those who want to dents to get their heads together
generate a little excitement over for the excitement of a big score.
intramural sports games and a The poor will thus have equal
healthy balance of body. mind, opportunity, and new hope of
and spirit, substantial nature.
Now that big business has If business is wise it will in-
taken over intercollegiate ath- elude in its curriculum: medi-
let ics, and demonstrated as well tation, visualization, prayer, and
its productive and creative spiritual studies and practices
powers in international rcla- will sprout the new humanities
tions, isn't it about time they and sciences. "American free
take our K-12 schools out of the enterprise works."
hands of the public sector so
they can qualify everyone for a Dan E. Evans
job in the future labor market? Bangor
11
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Thursdays at Den
need your help
To the editor: We hope that students continue
I am writing to thank the Uni- tizi attend these events and that
versity of Maine student body Thursday Night at the Den re-
for the outstanding support they turns to the success it once was.
have shown to Student Gov- We ask that students keep an
ernment's return of Thursday eye on one another and contin-
Night at the Den. We at Student ne to act responsibly at these
Government had hoped to bring events. We have had a few
back activities here on campus I tximplaints, but we feel that with
in an effort to alleviate some of a concerted effort of each stu-
the tensions with the town of dent we can keep this event
Orono. Chad and I never Successful. Once again, thank
imagined that the student sup- you for your support and I hope
port of this event would come to see you there.
so soon or so overwhelmingly.
We will do our best to keep Stavros S. Mendros
student programming alive and Vice President, Student Gov-
in touch with student demand. trrunent
MUFS latest addition to campus recycling
The latest developments in re-
duction and recycling on cam-
pus have C9Me from the Memo-
rial Union Food Service
(MUFS). Since the beginning
of October, Craig Goodridu,
the MUFS manager, and his
management staff have been
seeking out waste reduction and
recycling tactics that can be
employed within the Union and
Fernald Hall Snack Bar.
In the way of reduction, they
have come on line with the
Veggie Project (see Maine Per-
spective "Waste Not", Nov. 09)
and they're recycling corrugat-
ed cardboard and office paper.
MUFS is also embarking on a
journey that will see the reduced
usage of disposable paper prod-
ucts and the return of china and
flatware. Ah, but there'sacatch.
If you frequent the Union, you
may have noticed that china and
flatware have already returned
to the Damn Yankee. At this
point, it's only fcr eat in hot
meals. As time goes on, china
will be used for eat in salads and
possibly the evening meals at
the Bears Den ard lunches at
the Snack Bar. These plans,
however, depend on coopera-
tion from you. the patron.
China bowls, plates. and mugs
were traditionally the settings
in the Yankee till a problem
developed with theft and dam-
age. It wasn't uncommon for
people to m stakerdy take the se
items out of the Yankee and
leave them in their office, at
home, or accidentally toss them
in the trash. If these reusable
items are to continue to be used,
they must remain in their re-
%r•
spective eateries.
Take out orders will remain in
disposable containers' for the
time being. However, to attract
as many people as possible to
take advantage of the lunch time
china service in the Yankee,
they ask that you abstain from
lengthy lunch time visits or
study sessions between eleven
and one and ask that you help
make the next persons' meal as
pleasant as possible by bussing
your table to the station at the
front of the room: The idea here
is aot to increase the turn over
rate, but to allow others the op-
tion of disposable or china. For
the concerned patron, the choice
is yours; throw away or reuse.
But this isn't the last word on
disposables. In the upcoming
mont"s, the MUFS will act to
deplete their in stock dispos-
able paper products with the
hopes of switching overto plas-
tics. Yes, plastics. 100% re-
cyclable plastics. They have
typically been labeled environ-
mental enemy number one, but
it's how they're- used and dis-
posed of that makes the differ-
ence. If the time is taken to
source separate these items from
other trait, they can be collect-
ed for recycling. At present,
our recycling vendor will not
accept food soiled paper prod-
ucts, but will take the plastics.
The MUFS will be installing
Recycling Centers in the Damn
Yankee and Bears Den for the
separation of aluminum, glass,
plastics, and other waste gener-
ated there with tinnier recepta-
cles placed outside the building
and along the heavily traveled
campus walks to and from the
Union. Again, the success of
this program will depend on
you. It'll all wind up being
incinerated or landfillod, like
the paper serving products are
now, if you don't act responsi-
bly and source separate into the
appropriate receptacles. Give a
hoot!
The plastics to be recycled
will be food containers and the
utensils. Beverage containers
will come in two forms; hot and
cold waxed paper drink cups,
that are not recyclablt , and re-
usable thermos type n lugs that
you can purchase and r fill with
any beverage for a rliscount.
Such a deal! To siaste Jr "waste
not", that is the question. The
reuse and refill idea is being'
checked out for salad take out I
too. And remember, it never
hurts to bring in your own sil-
verware from home.
The Memorial Union Food
Service is concerned, as you
are, with the environmental is-
sues behind being a throw away
society. To take it one step
further, they are also examin-
ing a switch to the purchase of
bulk foods and fixings where
possible to help reduce packag-
ing waste and avoid the "packet
racket". But they need your
help. Please act responsibly.
As these programs evolve and
expand, make the wise choice;
give trash another chance, don't
throw it all away.
Scott Wilkerson is UMaine's
Campus Recycling Education
Coordinator. For further in-
formation on any of his articles,
contact him at 581-2680.
Editorial PlIcy
• Editorials are, unless otherwise indicated, written by the Editor.
• Columns are the opinions of the columnist and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the publisher or employees of The Maim. Campus.
• Submissions to the Response page (ktters to the Editor and guest columns) should be
typed or neatly prated in ink. Illegible submissions will n4 be published.
• Letters to the Editor are welcome from members of the Iiversity of Maine community.
In order to be published, letters must be dated and have th4 author's full name, town, and
a phone number. Letters can be accepted in person or ma4ed to The Campus.
• All letters to the Editor are subject to verification. Person; delivering letters to the Editor
to The Campus office should bring a form of picture ID; those mailing letters will be called.
• Anonymous letters will n at be accepted for publication.•;
• Letters to the Editor may not exceed 250 words. The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit all letters. The Maine Campus also reserves the right t deny publication of any letter
to the Editor.
• Guest columns will occasionally be solicited or accepted flout knowledgeable members of
the UMaine community on topical issues. These columns should not exceed 450 words.
• Guest columns should contain a brief statement about thelauthor at the end of the column,
which highlight; the author's expertise on the subject.
• The Maine Campus reserves he right to edit guest columss. The Maine Campus reserves
the right to reject guest columns for publication, induct' those it solicits.
• Letters are printed on a first-come, first-served basis. Dales of publication cannot be
predicted or guaranteed for any letters or guest columns.
• Letters promoting future events will not be accepted by Thd Maine Campus; however, letters
thanking people involved with event% which have passed ake *temptable.
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Papers show tobacco compani s lobbied EPA
by Paul Raeburn
AP Science Editor
For three years, the tobacco industry
and its Congressional allies have lobbied
the Environmental Protection Agency to
soften or delay its three draft reports on
second-hand cigarette smoke, documents
show.
Industry representatives sent the EPA a
mountain of techinical information that
dwarfs the EPA's reports and met re-
peatedly to press their concerns, accord-
ing to documents obtained by the Asso-
caited Press under the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act.
"They clearly were privy to stuff that
was going on that we had no ideas about,"
said Mark Pertschuk, executive director
of the Amercians for Nonsmokers Rights
in Berkeley, California.
The EPA at the industry's request twice
extended the time allowed for outside
comment on draft reports.
"No one else was as active in convey-
ing their concerns and interests," said
Robert Axelrad, director of the EPA's
indocr air division. Ile said that the
agency recieved "boxloads" of material
from the industry.
The next step in the preparation of the
reports occurs today in Washington. An
advisory panel chosen by the agency will
meet to consider the reports and hear
testimony from interested parties, in-
cluding a dozen tobacco industry repre-
sentatives.
Two of the three reports will be consid-
0E1>IPV5 REX
by Sophocles
Maine Masque Theatre
December 6, 7, and 8, 1990 at 8 p.m.
December 7 and 9, 1990 at 2 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium University of Maine
General Admission $6.00
Admission Free to UM Students
Performing Arts!
at the University of Maine
Learn German
This Summer
at URI
June 23- August 2, 1991
The Eleventh Annual German Summer Scbool
of tbe Atlantic at tbe University of Rbode Island
in co-operation with the Goetbe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication, and German life
and culture the heart of this six week residency program of intensive
language study
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while living
in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, just minutes
away from Rhode Islands magnificent beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in begin-
ning, intermediate, or advanced German. Take advantage of this rare
opportunity to participate in this total German language experience.
Comptact:
Dr. John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Domberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, LJR1
Kingston, RI 02881
Or call: (401) 792-5911
ered: a report assessing th lung cancer
risks associated with passive Smoking,
and a workplace policy gt4ide on envi-
ronmental tobacco smoke.
The risk assessment recortmends that
environmental tobacco smo e be deviated
a class A carcinogen - a kn wn cause of
human lung cancer.
A third EPA report, a coMpendium of
related technical informaticln on passive
smoking, is undergoing re sion.
Two Republicans from the obacco state
of Virginia - U.S. Rep. Thomas Bliley
and Sen. John Warner - hat/ e Written to
the EPA expressing concerns shared by
the industry. Bliley has repeatedly sought
clarification of EPA procecitires and pro--
tested the agency's rel.....,* on certain
scientists whose work has found large
risks associated with passiie smoking.
Brennan Dawson, a spok swaman for
the Tobacco Institute, s id , passive
smoking is important to the indistry and
"we've let the EPA know." 1
"What we have tried to do is slay in the
process and do it appro riately and
through conversations with EPA staff,"
she said.
"There has been a lot of in lvement by
the anti-smoking community , that we
don't think :should be the. ff you're
going to pursue science, i0ought to be
without advocacy.
"The outcome certainly has not been
entirely to our satisfaction."
Most of the EPA's correspondence with
the industry representatives makes clear
the industry's comments are welcome. In
a June 30, 1989 letter, however, an as-
sistant administrator of the EPA criticized
the industry for its continued refusal to
admit that smoking causes cancer and
other diseases in smokers.
The industry's argument that kassive
smoking is not a proven danger "would
be credible if it were not similar to the
industry's position on direct smoking,
despite the estimated 50,000 studies
linking smoking with disease in humans,"
wrote William Rosenberg, the EPA's
assistant adminstrator for aid and radia-
tion.
The industy has been lobbying outside
the EPA too.
The Tobacco Institute Institute and the
two largest tobacco companies, Phillip
Morris and R.J. Reynolds, have formed a
"media subcommittee" to get their mes-
sage to the media.
Three R.J. Reynolds scientists, a com-
pany spokeswoman and an adviser from
the PR firm Hill and Knowlton have been
on the road nearly full-time since Labor
Day talking to reporters and newspaper
editorial boards about the EPA reports.
said Betsy Annese of R.J. Reynolds.
Washburn Place Apartments
Luxury 2 Bedroom Town Houses
THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING 
Furnished or Unfurnished
Ileat • Water • Sewer
Included
MODELS OPEN 945-6955
Mon.-Fri. 945-5260
9a.m.-3p.m. 149 Park St., Orono, M
S E MacMillan Co. 
• •• •
Study Ski& Series — Fall 1990 :
o
• 
•
• Stress Management
•
•
•
• Learn how to gain control of the things•
•
•
• 
that cause stress in your life and
• how tci relax under pressure.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Wednesday, December 5,1990
•
• 3:15 p.m.
•
• 
North Banwir Lounge, Memorial Union•
•
•
Everyone is welcome!
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•
•
•
•
•
GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) — Pollee
Capt. Jospeh LaChance considered a re-
quest from New Hampshire authorities
to hold an Iowa couple on marijuana
charges, considered how it would affect
their three children, and decided to take a
chance.
Rather than turn Rayette West over to
the authorities, LaChance freed the
Hampton, Iowa woman so her children
wouldn't be split up among foster homes
The Maine Campus, December 5-6, 1990 13
Cops refuse to breali: up family for holiday
ing the children to a friend in Ames‘trY•in Massachusetts three weks before
Christmas.
"You had to be there," LaChanee said
Tuesday. "The kids were 8, 9, and 11.
And they were good kids. I just looked at
them sitting there at the table and I thought
they don't deserve what's going to hap-
pen to them."
LaChance held Eddy West, but released
his wife, after she promised to surrender
to New Hampshire authorities after tak-
Hussein neglects Bush message
By Terence Hunt
AP White House Correspondent
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) :—
President Bush said Tuesday he doubts
that liraq's Saddam Hussein has "gotten
the message" of a United Nations reso-
lution authorizing force unless he gets
out of Kuwait by mid-January.
During a joint news conference ap-
pearance with Uruguayan President Luis
Alberto Lacalle, Bush reiterated that he
would not allow talks with the Iraqi leader
and Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz to get
into the Palestinian issue and Israeli oc-
cupation of the West Bank and Gaza
Stnp.
Bush also said that "I don't agree with"
former top-ranking U.S. military com-
manders who tesitified at congressional
hearings that economic sanctions against
Iraq should be given considerable more
time to work.
"I've not been one whose been con-
vinced that sanctions alone will bring
him to his senses," Bush said, "but I don't
think Saddam Hussein yet understands
that. And so the best hope for peace is for
him to understand that all means neces-
sary to fulfill these resolutions will be
used against him. And I hope he under-
stands that."
Bush announced last week that he was
sending Secretary of State James A. Baker
III to Baghdad to meet with Saddarn,
sometime late this month or in early
January, and that he would receive Aziz
for talks at the White House.
But the president said these meetings
would not constitute negotiations with
Iraq's leaders, but would merely re F resent
Bush's last-ditch political effort to get
Saddam to withdraw Iraqi force:. from
Kuwait. "I'm not in a negotiating mood
or anything of that nature," he said today.
In Washington, Senate Democrats have
repeatedly urged Bush to stick with the
economic embargo.
COMMERATIVE VIGIL
For the 14 slain students
On December 6th, 1989 a man entered Ecole
Polytechnique in Mcintreal with a knife and a
semi-automatic rifle yelling,"I want the women"
and, "You're all feminists." Smiling, he killed '
fourteen women. He then turned the gun on
himself.
THE FoURTEiN WOMEN WERE:
*Genevieve Bergeron, 21
*Helene Colgan, 23
*Natalie Croteau, 23 tp,
*Barbara Daigneault, 22"
*Anne-Marie Edward, 21
*Maud Haviemick, 29
*Barbara Maria Kluczik, 31
• Maryse Laganiere, 25
• Maryse Leclair, 23
*Anne-Marie lemay, 27
*Sonia Pelletier, 28
*Michele Richard, 21
*Annie St. Arneaut, 23
*Annie 'Turcotte, 21
There will be a candlelight vigil to
commemorate the one year
anniversary .of this massacre
Thursday, December 6 7 p.m.
Beginning on Fogler library steps,
followed by an open reception at the
University Club, 3rd floor, Memorial Union
For more information call
itCheryl Daly, 581-1405 or , pine Serviolo 866-0109
Sponsored by The Women's Center on ke Center for Multi-Cultural Affairs
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The parents were sought on charg
allegedly selling a quarter of an oun
marijuana to a state trooper in Flani
Beach, N.H., LaChance said.
Hampshire State Police were willi
take the parents, but not the chili
s of
e of
ton
slew
g to
li-en.
And LaChance balked when MassIchu-
setts welfare officials said they sslould
have to split up the children.
"That just didn't seem fair to the kids,"
he said. "At any time of year it would be
unreasonable."
Police first encountered the family on
Sunday night when West came into the
police station looking for help and the
officers directed the family to a homeless
shelter, LaChance said. West said the
family had run short of money and had
tried to sleep in the car, but "the children
were cold."
LaChance said he "had no doubts" about
letting Mrs. West go. "The charges aren't
serios enough for anyone to flee the
country," he said. "Anyway the parents
protest their innocence. They say they
weren't even in New Hampshire at the
time.
Dri Records is
Rockin';'our Stockin'
thi Christmas!
See the Doc
for all your
musical gifts this
Christmas Season
Dr. Records • 20 Main • Orono • 866-7874
Open Thurs. & Fri. 'til 8:00 P.M.- Sundays 12-4
Hubbard Farms
Now renting fix the spring semester
Luxurio4s 2 Bedroom,
I 1/2 bath townhouses.
Ame ities include:
fireplace spiral staircases,
wasFrs & dryers,
private decjs, full applianced
Orono's fOtest rental units
$850/montii (heat included)
8664494 fof days
866-40 7 for evenings
also ry 844-7464
*Also accepting applic iions for the fall '91 school year.
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Bush, at an earlier news conference
with President Luis Alberto Lacalle, said
Saddam "has not gotten the message" so
far that he must withdraw from Kuwait or
he will be forced out.
The United Nations resolution autho-
rizing force against Iraq unless it with-
draws from Kuwait by Jan. 15 was "loud
and clear," Bush said. "But I don't think
Saddam yet understands that."
"The best hope for peace is for him to
understand that all means necessary to
fulfill these resolutions will be used
against him," Bush said.
The House Democrats' resolution states
that he must get congressional permission
before taking offensive action in,the gulf
"except to protect American lives from
imminent endangerment."
McNamara testified that Bush should
not act "without the approval of the Con-
gress."
A Republican senator, Larry Pressler of
South Dakota, concurred, saying, "If we
Great Gift Ideas
start having body bags come back, we
will have a very serious revolt in terms of
public opinion."
"We have time. I don't see any hurry,"
said Sen. Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y. "Ei-
ther (Saddam) gets outor he gets thrown
out, blown out."
Bush endorsed remarks Sunday by Sec-
retary of State James A. Baker III, who
said the United States would not attack
Ilraq if it withdrew from Kuwait and corn-
plied with all U.N. peacemaking reso- lu-
Itions. "I did not have any...problem with
that at all,' the president said.
Bush indicated he would take a tough
stand when he meets at the White House
i.vith Iraq's Foreign Minister Taric Aziz
on the gulf crisis. He said he would not
allow any linkage with the Palestinian
issue and Israeli occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
"I'm not in a negotiating mood or any-
thing of that nature when I meet with
Aziz," Bush said.
Bush opened his visit here by proclaim-
ing "a new era in U.S.-Latin American;
relations."
"We in the Americas are on the brink of
something unprecedented in world histo-
ry — the first wholly democratic hemi-
sphere," Bush said.
"And in anticipation of that, we need to
create together a permanent partnership
among all the nations of the Americas,"
he said.
'We are in the same boat in this GAIT
negotiation," said Lacalle, who said pro-
tectionist barriers and subsidies have "hurt
millions of people."
11991 Models are in
*Big sae through Dec. 25th
866-3525 • 36 A Main St • Orono, Me
STARTING AT $815.00 PER MONTH.
• 2, 2 Bedroom w/Den
and 3 Bedroom
• Oil Hot-Water Heat
• Fully Equipped Kitchens
w/Microwaves
• Washers and dryers
• Garages
LOCATED AT 307 GARLAND STREET
Acadia Rity Partnership
St., 404 State  Bangor 947-4115
• Walking Distance to Hospital
• Close to Schools
• Nearby Shopping Center
• Accessible Public Tennis Courts
and Athletic Field
• Private Storage
1-1 
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Bush rejects idea of giving sanctions w thin a year
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) —
President Bush on Tuesday rejected
recommendations from former Pentagon
chiefs to give sanctions against Iraq at
least a year to work. A Uruguayan leader
urged Bush to have "infinite patience"
before resorting to military force.
Bush, on the second day of a salute-to-
democracy tour across South America,
said he was not convinced "sanctions
alone would bring (Iraq's Saddam Hus-
sein) to his senses."
Oil prices driven up by the gulf crisis
have devastated many countries' econo-
mies, he said, vowing, "This is not going
to go on forever."
"And yet you never flinched, your
country never flinched, you never wa-
vered in support of these U.N. sanctions,"
Bush, the first American president to
visit Uruguay since Lyndon Johnson in
1967, told the lawmakers.
Back in Washington, House Democrats
voted 177-37 in caucus for a non-binding
resolution telling Bush he must first get
permission from Congress before send-
ing troops into battle.
Former Defense Secretary Robert S.
McNamara added his voice to the w it-
nesses before he Senate Foreign Rela-
will not justify it but we will certainly
understand it, said Gonzalo Aguirre in
introducing Bush to the Uruguay's
Congress.
Several leftist deputies and senators
boycotted the speech and 400 demon-
strators protested outside.
"The best hope for peace is for (Saddam Hussein) to
linderstand that all means necessary to fulfill these resol
utions
will be used against him."
—U.S. President, George Bush
tions Committee urging caution in the
U.S.-led effort to force Iraq to relinquish
its hold on Kuwait.
. "Who can doubt that a year of blockade
; will be cheaper than a week of war?"
asked McNamara, who led the U.S.
military buijdup in Vietnam.
"If the decision is for war, perhaps we
CHIP'S VIDEO I& VARIETY
99 PARK ST. ORM° 866-7441
Largest Selection
of Videos in Town It
New Releases •Aniother 48 Hours
•Men at Work-Betsys Wedding
Coming Dec 13 *14ick Tracy- Robocop II
ATTENTION
DECEMBER GRADUATES!
Senior Council
will be selling
graduation announcements
in the Union
Dec. 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
announcements are 254$ a piece
SOPHOMORES!
START
bacurivE
MINING NOW
Don't wait until you
finish college to start a
management training program.
If you have at least two years
remaining, consider Air Force ROTC.
We can give you a heaed start on a fast-paced
career. Contact
DEPT. OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(207) 581-1384
At a
Leacierstup'Excetlence Starts Here
• .
:
dal 11.1111111111Ma
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Panel charges U.S., Canada for bungled DC-8 crash
By Pete Yost
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —The U.S. and
Canadian governments bungled the probe
of a crash that killed 256 American ser-
vicemen and may ts!concealing a possible
terrorist connection, a con gress ionalpanel
was told Tuesday.
Rep. Robin Talton, D-S.C., told the
House Judiciary subcommittee on crime
that federal agencies appear to be guilty
of "ineptness or the pest-contrived cov-
er-up... ever" in the Dec. 12, 1985, crash
in Gander, Newfoundland.
The DC-8 carrying U.S. peacekeeping
troops home from the middle East crashed
less than 30 seconds after takeoff.
"Incredibly, no U.S. government
agency. or at least none with official
responsibility, demonstrated any deter-
mination to find out just what caused the
crash," said subcommittee Chairman
William Hughes, D-N.J.
"The National Transportation Safety
Board, and other agencies of the U.S.
government, chose to sit back and watch
as the Canadian efforts became embroiled
in controversy," Hushes said. "the NTS B
routinely rubber-stamped the Canadian
findings."
The Canadian investigation attribited
the probable cause of the crash to ice on
the wings of the chartered military jet.
A subconitnittee staff report that formed
the basis for Tuesday 's hearing said there
was no evidence that either the United
States or Canada has seriously investi-
gated possible terrorism.
Eyewitnesses say they saw a bright
orange object in the sky at the time of the
crash, suggesting the plane was on fire.
An anonymous caller later said that
Islamic Jihad, a pro-Iranian terrorist
group, had put a bomb on the plane.
"When a terrorist organization took
credit for this abomination, why was this
claim not investigated and a report made
to the American people?" asked retired
Army Col. Lewis Millett.
The theory of ice on the wings is "pre-
posterous," said L.T. Filotas, a Canadian
aeronautical engineer who served on the
investigating panel and dissented from
the majority's finding.
Filotas said the five-member majority
of the Canadian board refused to set aside
the ice theory long enough to investigate
other possibilities..
Tallon and others suggest the plane
might have been blown up by terrorists in
connection with the Iran-Contra affair.
The Reagan administration authorized a
shipment of Hawk missiles to Iran less
than three weeks before the plane crashed.
The missiles weren't the kind the Irani-
Theft continued from page 1
The statement indicated that UMaine
system auditors have made similar
changes.
According to the statement released by
Public Safety, the alleged incidents took
place between October 1989 and June
1990, consisting of unauthorized use of
funds, unauthorized withdrawals, and
forgery.
William Laughlin, investigator at Public
Safety, said that Heilhecker was taking
classes last year, but has since withdrawn
and is at home in Rhode Island.
Mendros said that Student Government
was not able to disclose the exact amount
As busy as ---
S Workers under
Bligh or Queeg
I Dog-days word
13 Pilgrimage to
Mecca
14 General
assemblies
is Alley Oop'S
girlfriend
is ---- qua non
(necessity)
ii Prepared
is (Aulp at the bar
II Start of a
quotation
22 Hebrew letter
23 Marry
24 Onager
27 Mind the baby
30 The Dog Star
an were expecting and the Iranians felt
they had been duped, according to com-
puter messages from former White House
aide Oliver North. The messages were
uncovered by the Iran-Contra commit-
,
tees.
In retaliation, terrorists might have
phinted an explosive device aboard the
plane, said Dr. J.D. Phillips, a pathologist
whose only son was killed in the crash.
The man who piloted the plane on the
first leg of its journey to Cairo, Egypt,
told the FBI he believed it experienced
structural failure or that a bomb exploded
on takeoff. The pilot also told the-FBI that
ihe Egyptian Army guard assigned to the
plane while it was on the ground disap-
peared from his post several times.
The FBI and the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police "found very serious al-
legations" but that information apparent-
ly wasn't turned over to the Canadian
panel investigating the crash, Tallon said.
The FBI said it has no reason to ques-
tion the accuracy of the Canadian find-
ings.
"No credible evidence has surfaced"
suggesting the charter flight by Miami-
based Arrow Air crashed was the result
of an act of terrorism, Nicholas O'Hara,
deputy assistant director for criminal
investigations at the FBI, said in pre-
pared testimony.
A\ THIS
AFTER HOURS
JIMMY LANDRY
Singer / Guitarist / Entertainer
Friday, December 7
8 p.m. Damn Yankee
Free Admission
Cash Bar w/I.D.
•
EK END...
Memorial Union
L1ZZ W1N$TEAD MIKE BENT
"Funniest Woman 1n the City" "Boy Scientist"
UNION SaturOay, December 8
BOARD 9p. Damn Yankee
Admis ion $1.00 w/ UM I.D.
Cash Bar w/ I.D.
Sponsored by The Union Board, The Diviision of Student Affairs4 University of Maine
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Answers to any three clues in this
puzzle are available by touch-tcne
phone: 1-900-420-5656 (75c each
minute).
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Drug continued from page 1
approved spending $135,000 for the drug,
not nearly enough to treat the estimated
200 people who could benefit from it,
state Mental Health Director Donald
Shumway said.
Shumway has asked for $378,000 for
the drug in the next state budget. He said
that plus money from other sources could
cover up to 150 people a year through the
state mental hospital.
Some clozapine costs are covered by
Medicaid, but private insurers' policies
vary, Shumway said.
Shumway and his counterparts in some
other states are trying to negotiate a lower
price with clozapine's sole U.S. manu-
facturer. Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Corp.
of East Hanover, N.J.
Much of the cost is for monitoring pa-
tients for agranulocyotosis, a potentially
fatal side effect that reduces the level of
infection-fighting white blood cells.
Studies have shown the conditi an can be
reversed if caught early.
Under the monitoring system, a home
health care company distributes the
medication each week and collects blood
samples for analysis.
Administrators say the monitoring
should be done much mow cheaply by
state hospitals.
Shumway tried to cut costs by taking
over the Monitoring from Sandoz.
"They're willing to let us do the work,
they're just not willing to reduce the
price once we do the work," he said.
Eight states, led by Minnesota, have
prepared antitrust lawsuits, and legisla-
tion has been introduced in Congress to
make the drug more affordable, Shumway
said.
The company won't budge.
"All the states are talking to us. We
have a fixed price for a fixed set of
services and I don't think that price is
going to change much," said Sandoz
spokesman David Winter.
The root of the problem is "that the
states don't want to put money into tak-
ing care of the mentally ill," he said.
Agranulocytosis occurs in 1 percent to
2 percent of patients taking clozapine.
Shumway said many medications have
similar risks, and manufacturers are never
the only ones liable if something goes
wrong. He said the drug is available at a
fraction of the cost in Europe, where
governments do the monitoring.
"Remember you have national
(health) systems in Europe," said
Winter. "There are obvious differences
in their systems: differences in the ap-
proach toward liability and medical is-
sues."
The drug isn't marketed yet in Canada,
which also has national health Care.
.Cormtions
To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 be-
tween the hours of 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m., or stop by the
office in the basement of
Lord Hall.
a
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Sports
Fans
missing
from men's
hoop
Week after week, the Univer-
sity of Maine hockey fans pile
into Alfond Arena to watch the
Black Bears.
And they not only watch them,
they
yell,
scream,
jump up
and
down
and
. taunt the
other
team,
just toJeff Pinkham
help UMaine get the edge they
might need.
Even in the first few seasons
of the program, when the team
was struggling, fans packed
Alfond to show their support
for Shawn Walsh's troops. In
1984-85, when the Black Bears
went 12-29-1, they averaged
3.040 fans a game, and in 1985-
86 it averaged 3,244 a game as
the team finished 11-28-1.
The next three years, the Black
Bears led Hockey East in atten-
dence and finished second last
season.
Women's basketball is another
of the UMaine athletic programs
receiving good support from the
UMaine student body. The Lady
Black Bears ranked 41st in the
nation in women's basketball
attencence last year, and along
with the University of Con-
necticut were the only New
England schools in the top 60.
Head coach Trish Roberts said
in a press release earlier this
year, "Our success as a team is
directly related to the support
we have in Maine. Most times
on the road we take more fans
than the home team draws."
However, one of the UMaine
atletic programs that doesn't
receive the support shared by
the hockey and women's bas-
ketball teams is the men's bas-
ketball team.
UMaine head coach :Rudy
Keeling and his team have
struggled the last three seasons,
but the team has never really
had the support from the fans
that it should.
Last year, the Black Bears'
played in front of less than full
Bangor Auditorium nearly ev-
ery game, as it was a surprise to
get 1,000 fans to the games.
And for most games, the fans
are about as rowdy as the tloks
studying chemistry in the li-
brary.
Students use the excuse that
See FANS on page IS
Keeling alters lineup against Loyola
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men's basketball team left the
rain, sleet, snow, and hurricane
winds, for the snowshowers in
ChiCago. Ill., and the cozy
,
Rosemont Horizon.
()Maine will play Loyola of
• Chicago, Wednesday night in
the hopes that a change of
scenery, if not weather, will
bring about a change in luck.
The Bears have dropped three
in a row after opening the sea-
son with a win over Liberty
University.
This will be the first meeting
in the history of the two teams.
"We're disappointed,-
UMaine coach Rudy Keeling
said. '"We think we should be 3-1
1 inStead of 1-3. But we're
getting better."
Keeling said the team's goal
was to goat least 3-1 in the next
four sames,
UMaine's biggest concern
against Loyola will be to stop 6-
foot-3, All-American senior
sw Ingmar? Keith Galles. Gai les
was 12th in the nation in scor-
ing with 26.3 points per game
last ieason, and was second on
the team in rebounds and steals.
"(Loyola) has a kid who's All-
American and third or fifth in
the nation in scoring," Keeling
said. "It's going to be a problem
for us to guard him."
Keeling said it would be
Derrick Hodge's job to contain
Gailes, "if we're going to have
a chance to win."
Along with Hodge, who
scored a team high 22 points in
last Satureay's loss to Fairleigh
Dickinson, Keeling's probable
line-up consists of 5-foot- II
guard Deonte Horsey, 5-foot-
11 guard Marty Higgins, 6-foot-
8 forward Francois Bouchard
and 6-foot-8 forward Dan Hill-
man.
Kenny Barnes, a 6-foot-6
forward who was honored for
his 18 point effort against ['DU
with the North Atlantic Con-
ference Rookie of the Week
selection, may also see action.
"Barnes is a good player,"
Keeling said. "I was glad to sec
that he was rewarded with the
NAC award. BLit I'd like to see
a little more defense from him."
Keeling said that defense
would be the key to stopping
See CHANGE on page 19
Swim team's place 4th
in NAC championship
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
Last weekend, the University
of Maine men and women swim
teams each placed fourth in the
first North Atlantic Conference
championships ever held, host-
ed at Northeastern University
Dec.. 1 and 2.
Despite a fourth-place finish-
es, Coach Jeff Wren was pleased
with the performance of both
the men and women. He said
the meet was not a fair indica-
tion of the performances of the
squads because of the early
placement of the meet in the
NV., liming Ithedule.
"It wasn't a meet we got ready
for." he said. "I don't think the
notion of having a (NAC)
championship was given a lot
of cunsideration to its first year.
"I think it was put together
hastily, but we toed to do the
best we could do and I'm pretty
happy with it."
hor the women, Jennifer
Denison, the team's only first
place finisher, sprinted :25.12
in the * yard freestyle for the
victory. Teammate Bobbi Wil-
son placed 10th with :26.41.
"Jennifer Denison is swim-
ming better than anyone right
now: She has missed time with
a back injury (and sickness).
She is doing really well," Wren
said. ,
In the women's 200 yard
freestyle relay, UMaine placed
second with 1:41.56 just behind
Boston University's time of
1:40.79.
Sophomore diver Michelle
Giroux finished fourth in the
three-meter dive with '331.6
points behind Northeastern
University Dana Kozimer's first
place total of 468.7 points.
BU won the women's NAC
championship with 591.5
points. Northeastern placed
second, while the University of
New Hampshire finished third.
UMaine collected 134 points
for fourth place and the Uni-
versity of Vermont finished last
with 129 points.
Wren said the women's team
has had a rough start this season
and believes the lack of "new
blood" (first-year swimmers)
can be attributed to the team's
rocky beginning.
"With the men's team, as in-
dividuals, they are doing really
well and have a lot of new
blood," he said. This "new
blood" has generated excite-
ment and increased team corn-
See SWIM on page 18
Derrick Hodge goes in for the jam in action last year. The 6'3"
junior ranks fourth in the NAC in scoring, averaging 17.8.
Williamson listens
to little voice
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer ,
Some guys dream of playing
college football. Same guys
dream of playing college
basketball. And sdme guys
dream that they cad do it all,
just ask Jamal Willlamson.
Williamson, the Univertity
of Maine football team's
record holding defensive back
has decided to listen to that
little voice insidePhit kept
saying "play basketball."
"I went home etery year
saying I was going to play
basketball," Williamson said.
"But I just never dId it.
"I talked to my pdrents. My
mom said 'yes' but my body
was saying no afteIr football
He said he finally told him-
self that he would play his
senior year.
"I talked to (UM4ne) coach
Keeling before Thanksgiving
Break. He said forme to try
out after Break. Solhere I am
doing it."
Williamson said ie went to
the first practice and expected
to sit around and !cam but,
"(Keeling) put me iright in. I
found out that I'm not in play-
ing shape yet."
Asked what kind of player he
was, Williamson said, "I like
defense. I'm a team orientated
player who's competitive and
will do what it takes to win."
He said he knew some of the
players on the team, "but! was
surprised by the way they ac-
cepted me like I'd been there
all along."
"Jamal is a good athlete,"
Keeling said. "He's going to
give us leadership and confi-
dence. He knows how to win."
Williamson was a standout at
East Orange High School in
EaSt Orange, N.J.
He played four seasons, the
last two on the varsity team.
"In high school I ran the point
and was a player-coach,"
Williamson said. "I see the
court fairly well and know what
other players are 'doing."
Williamson led his team with
an average of 16 points per
game. He was also first in steals
and second in assists. He played
in the North-South All-Star
Game helping the North team
to a win.
See JAMAL on page 19
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49er defense key in win over NY
By Tim Liotta
AP Sports Writer
The San Francisco 49ers have been
known for their finesse, their offensive
explosiveness. Joe Montana to Jerry Rice,
that's the 49ers.
The physical, defensive teams? The
Chicago- Bears and New York Giants.
Those are the teams whose defenses stuff
opponents senseless.
Well, the 49ers proved in their 7-3 win
over the Giants Monday night they can
play that game too.
"To slug it out with them was great,"
Montana said. People don't think we can
do that."
Even though they had already clinched
their fifth consecutive divisional tale, the
49ers ( I 1-1) met the Giants squarely on
Monday. slamming helmet to helmet,
matching tackle with tackle. All their
defense was given was a 23-yard touch-
down pass from Montana to Jan Taylor
with 1:30 left in the first haV. It was
enough.
"We had to come out and prove a point,"
said Charles Haley, who led the 49ers
ith one and a half sacks and five tackles.
"We are the World Champions and are
the best, and people can't come in and
dominate us."
Twice the Giants had first-and-goal at
the 3-yard line in the second quarter and
at the nine with less than five minutes to
play - and could only muster three points.
Matt Bahr's 20-yard field goal w th 3:26
left in the first half was all the points New
York could put on the scoreboani
"We've played with that intensity be-
fore," said 49ers linebacker Matt Millen.
"It's just that in this particular game it
had to last the whole game.
"This one from beginning to end you
had great plays innide the 20. We had
Darrell Pollard ins id the 20. The goal ne
stand in the second quarter. It Was good,
solid football."
Any questions the Giants (10-2) may
have had about how close they are to the
top of the NFL mountain were answered,
too. Their defense rushed Montana into a
12-for-29 performance and 112 passing
yards. That's putting a lid on the NFL's
best quarterback and the league's most
explosive offense.
"You don't hold a team like the 49ers to
seven points and lose," said Giants de-
fensive back Greg Jackson. "That's what
hulas."
The Giant's chances came down to a
foerth and goal play from the nine with
less than four minutes to play..
Coach Bill Parcells gambled and went
for the touchdown, calling a slant-in pass
to Lionel Manuel.
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NEED A JOB?
Bring your resume* to the Career Center, Wingate Hall,
to meet the following deadlines...
SENIORS: January 22nd at 12 noon is the deadline to submit your resunile-
for interview opportunities with 36 EMPLOYERS participating
the Maine Recruiting consortium on February 28th.
1ST YR. STUDENTS,
SOPHOMORES, &
JUNIORS:
SUMMER JOB INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES WITH RESUME
DEADLINES
Simpson Paper (EEs, MEs, ChemEs)
Sign-up IMMEDIATELY for Open Interviews
Agriculture/Dairy A.I.
UNUM Systems Information
Newspaper Interns
Human Resource Management
Blue Cross/Blue Shield- Corporate Communication
Editorial Positions With Boston-Based Publication
DEADLINE
December 11
December 31
January 16
January 30
February 12
February 28
March 1
ADIATTONAL LISTINGS AVAILABLE AND MORE EXPECTED
'ASK ABOUT THE CAREER CENTER'S RESUME WRITING VIDEOTAP
AND WALK-IN RESUME REVIEW SERVICE
Tel: (207) 581-1359 Fax: (207) 581-1314
Swint continued from page 17
petitiveness for the men, which Wren has
seen develop since the start of the season
and put to work in meets.
For the men, the Black Bears received
strong performances from Sean Conroy,
a seventh place finish in the 200 yard
breaststroke with 2:22.64, and Al Rog.
Rog finished 1 1 th in the 200 yard indi-
vidual medley with 2:05.5, two places
behind Conroy's 2:05.07.
In the 200 yard freestyle relay, UMaine
finished second with 1:29.56, while BU
won the race with 1:26.16.
The Black Bear diving squad remained
outstanding behind the first place finishes
of junior Rick Keene.
Keene collected firsts in both the three-
meter and one-meter dives, while soph-
omore Tom Hines finished third in both
events.
BU won the championship with 591.5
points, while UNH placed second with
353.5. Northeastern finished third with
305 and UMaine ended in fourth place
with 283 points.
UVM placed fifth with 166.
This week, the men and women's teams
are preparing for their first NAC regular-
season meet at UVM on Dec. 8.
Fans continued from page 17
it's too far to go to watch the games, and
besides the team isn't winning. But there
are other schools around the country who
have had trouble winning, such as Rut-
gers, Drexel and even Boston College,
yet their fans continue to support them.
In-state schools such as Colby, Husson,
UMaine-Farmington and the University
of Southern Maine also draw big crowds
to their games.
It is a little tougher to compare them
with UMainc because these teams have
had great success in the past, but they are
also drawing from much smaller student
bodies.
Keeling has been doing all he can to get
the students behind the team, because he
would really like to have the same home
court advantage that other coaches covet.
But the students don't seem to be re-
sponding.
Keeling has been hitting the dining
commons sceines to drum up support, and
has been trying to get the students to
arrange a pep rally before UMaine ' sgame
against UConn this Sunday.
But again, no one has seemed very
interested.
What else does Keeling have to do.
If the students can't get up for a game
against a team that went to the round of
16 in the NCAA tournament last year and
are expected to be one of the favorites in
the Big East this year, then they might as
well give up.
This year's version of the Black Bears
is quicker, more athletic, more up-tempo,
generally, more fun to watch.
They also have the Bum Rush.
This interesting weapon consists of the
five non-starting freshman trying to create
as much havoc as they can by employing
a full-court press.
It is definitely worth seeing and should
create some interesting scenes for the
home fans, if they ever show up to a
game, and actually participate and pos-
sibly make some noise.
Jeff PinkhaM is a senior journalism
major from Georgetown, Maine.
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Jamal continued from page 17
"People back home knew I wanted to
play basketball," Williamson said. "I just
couldn't do it with the academic strains
so I just concentrated on the grid."
Concentrate he did. Williamson finished
an impressive football career that, this
season, garnered him All Yankee Con-
ference honors. He tied for second in the
conference with 16 interceptions overall
and tied the UMaine career record for
interceptions. Williamson was also one
of four captains on the squad.
"People back home are surprised but
gad I'm finally doing it," Williamson
sr:id. "I think it's going to be a good
experience for everyone."
Read the Maine Callpus
Editorial Pages
HOUSE FOR RENT
Yes! That's right, a whole house! Three bedrooms,
huge  living room, kitchen, and more! Rent even includes
a storage shed, and washer and dryer.
You can't afford to pass up this deal. The house is a
tIvo minute walk from Shop-N-Save, less than a minute
walk from Dunkin' Donuts, and a few hundred feet from
the bike trail.
Rent is only $600 plus utilities. How can you pass this
up? House is in great shape. There's even an option for
summer and school year of '91.
To see the house, or for more information, call John at
827-6175 and leave a message. CALL NOW.
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Change continued from page 17
Loyola's run-and-gun, fast-break offense.
The Bears are Loyola's home opener and
Keeling is also concerned with the home
.floor advantage.
. "We've been working on defense,"
Keeling said. "We need to play zone and
be effective in order to slow them down."
Keeling said the team has also been
wotking on foul shots to improve on its
less than impressive .577 percent.
Starting for Loyola, who's record stands
at 1-2, is 6-foot-7 center Kermal Ali, 5-
foot-9 guard Don Sobczak, 6-foo1-3 guard
Eric Dolezal, 6-foot-4 guard Jason Jo-
seph and 6-foot-7 forward Grant Moe-
UMaine may catch a break as Galles
and fellow team leader Keir Rogers, a 6-
foot-4 swingman are listed as question-
able to play.
•
STUDENTS
NEED TO STAY ON CAMPUS
OVER UNIVERSITY BREAKS?
University breaks offer ap opportunity for most students
to go home and enjoy family life. However, some may have
to remain in Orono to participate in official University
activities such as sporting events, time-sensitive research,
rehearsals and so forth. Because most residence hails close
during these periods, a peed to remain on campus can create
an inconvenience and a sense of isolation for the student. To
offset this set of circumstances for these periods, the Center
for Student Services will try to match students who have an
official need to remain on campus with host families in the
local area. Students will be able to stay with these families
during the vacation and participate in family activities as
agreed upon by the host family and the student.
Any student fitting this category who would like to be
matched with a host family shoul.d contact the Center for
Student Services in the Memorial Union (Phone: 581-1820)
at his/her earliest convenience.
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
L If &Wel ill Min (Arm e•Al aoi up, al mot a MO 
3entallin, *whs.
4*. e
Revive with MARIN:
A
for fast pl K up -safe as coffee
•
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Troops to make video messages for holidays
IN EASTERN SAUDI ARABIA (AP)
—Troops getting a rare break from desert
duty made Christmas messages on vid-
eotape Tuesday for loved ones back home.
One Marine donned a Santa cap. Another
put on his gas mask.
And one homesick soldier mouthed a
tender "I love you" for his wife before
getting up from the chair to kiss the
camera lens.
The taping takes place daily at Marine
Corps Rest and Relaxation Center, better
known as Desert World. Troops sit in
front of one of eight video cameras to
make 15-minute messages called Better
Than A Letter.
Chief Warrant Officer Randall Ander-
son, 33, of Swainsboro, Ga., put on a pair
of Santa Claus suspenders and a red-and-
white stocking cap his wife sent him. The
only other thing he wore were his Marine!
Corps gym shorts and shower shoes. !
"It was the perfect time to lay down a
Merry Christams message that I'm doing
fine and that I'll be home some dat," said
Anderson, who blew a kiss to his wife
and daughter.
He serves the Headquarters and Sup-
port Company of the 1st Battalion, 7th
Marine Regiment.
Lance Col. Will French, 24, oflohnston,
Pa. showed the folks back home how he
puts on his gas mask during alerts.
"I just wanted to show them that things
were all right and I'm safe," said French,
who serves with a Marine tank unit. .
A number of messages began with "Ili,
Mom."
One said longingly, "Don't forget ITC:*
Another said reassuringly, "I'll be home
as soon as I can."
One Marine did a segment of his mes
sage for a deaf relative.
More than a few Marines spilled thei
souls in their 15-minute segments.
These video messages are a techno-
logical leap over the audio cassetes of
Vietnam and the crumpled letters of Koreas
and wars past. Since the video servicj
began operating Nov. 11, more than 8,1
people have recorded messages on camf
eras donated by Montgomery Ward. The
are sent home by the USO.
It's just one of the amenities of Desert
World, which was originally built by the
Saudi Royal Commission for oilfiehl
workers.
It was unused for six years before bein
turned over to the Marines.
About 1,200 service men and women
come a day to swim in an Olympic-sized
poi, play volleyball, pump iron in weight
rooms donated by Arnold Shwarzeneg-
ger, toss a Frisbee, catch a movie, play
video games, and use one of 21 phones to
call home, read books or browse in a
store.
After checking their weapons with a
guard, they trade their battle dress uni-
forms for gym clothes and their combat
boots for sneakers.
Some just stretch out in the shade or sun
themselves on an irrigated lawn adorned
with date trees, palm trees and shrubs.
The grass is enough to make an impres-
sion.
"The green almost hurts my eyes," said
Cpl. Michael Flaga, 25, of McHenry, Ill.,
who serves with the 3rd Battalion, 9th
Marine Regiment.
Hancock heist nets 800 pounds of lobster
HANCOCK, Maine (AP) — Over the
past five months, thieves have stolen an
estimated 4,000 pounds of lobster from
dealers in Hancock and Washington
counties, a Maine Marine Patrol officer
said Tuesday.
In the latest heist, thieves apparently
drove down the secluded gravel road
leading to the Wet Lobster Co.,s fenced-
in pound on the Skillings River on Sat-
urday night and loaded up a truck with 10
crates of live lobsters, the equivalent of
800 pounds, said Sgt. Chuck Rommel of
Help Wanted
Free Spring Break
Vacation in Cancun!
College Tours, the
nations largest and most
successful spring break
tour operator needs
enthusiastic campus
representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash.
Nothing to buy-we
supply everything you
need.
Call Bob at:
1-800-395-4896
Cruise Ship Jobs!
Hiring Men - Women
Summer or year round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent
pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific,
Mexico.
CALL NOW!
(Call is refundable)
1-206-736-0775
Ext. 600N
the marine patrol.
Rommel said the lobsters had a
wholesale value of about $3,000. •
It was the latest in a half dozen thefts of
lobster from dealers in Washington and
Hancock counties, he said. In all, he
estimated that more than 4,000 pounds of
lobster with a wholesale value exceeding
$12,000 have been stolen in those two
counties.
Rommel said marine patrol investiga-
tors were searching for a common thread
linking the lobster thefts, but so far haven't
Help Wanted
Wake N' Bake
establisned any.
"There's been a number of thefts in this
general area stretching from Stonington
to Canada that involved more than 100
pounds - more than somebody could talt
home and eat. These were lobsters bei
stolen and resold." Rommel said. "Wit
don't know if they're related thefts Or
not."
He said investigators were questionihg
dealers in the Portland area to see if
anyone has been offered lobsters at cut-
rate prices, but he theorized that the lob-
Maine Camp
Spring Break in Jamaica/
Cancun from $449.00
Organize group travel
free!! Book early and
save 530. ,Call Now!
1-800-426-7710
On-Campus Sales
Represen Lathe
Waffled
Must be lougoing,
aggressive, self-
otivated individuals or
rcrups to market Winter
and Spring Break Trips
on campus. For more
information contact
Student Travel Services
1-800-448-4849
Misce laneous
Pregnant?
Love and a happy
home await the baby
we long to adopt. Call
John and Trudi collect
1-212-.678-0596
Apartments
Orono
Orono Washburn Place
Apts. $660/mo
2 BR Townhouse w/
basement. No pets. 1
year lease
945-6955 or
945-5260
Country-Living
Townhouse Apts.
2 Bed Rm., 1 1/2 Bath,
Heat, Water, Sewer Incl.
Laundry Avail.
6 month lease.
$585 per month
For more info, Call:
866-7798
Roommate Wanted!
Cool spaceport, in
country, 30 min. from
Orono. $200/mo. + Util
Wood Heat. Call Michae
943-5185
Apartment to Share
Female, Non-smoker
needed to share 3 bedrm
apartment with two
seniors. Spacious, 1 mil
from campus
$167 per month + elec.
Call 827-6299
Apartments
Old Town
2 Bdrm Apt. Heat 81
Hot Water incl. No
Pets. Available Jan. 1
$550/month
Call 827-7231
Look at this!
A quiet efficiency apt.
away from the hustle
ar d bustle of dorm life.
All the comforts of
some. Within easy
walking distance of,
campus. Ideal for grad
students. Available for
female or male, for
more information call
866-3553 after 6pm
Orono
1 bedroom, modem
furnished apartment.
Quiet, walk to UMaine
$450 per month + util
Call 945-5810
Roommate Wanted!
To share house in Old
Town w/ two males and
1 female. Your share of
the rent will be $183/
month + heat, elec.
Call 827-4372 for info,
sters could be sold out of state.
"The dealers in state don't want people
to stealthier lobsters and they don't want
to buy stolen lobsters because they want
to let the people stealing them know
they're not interested in stoled lobsters."
he said.
Thefts of lobsters from dealers are a
periodic problem in Maine, but Rommel
said, "They seem to be occurring more
often that they did 15 years ago."
"We've had problems in the past," he
said.
or 'ale
Stuff a Stocking with
Seductive Treats!
Erotic chocolates for sale.
For a full catalog SASE
atul $1 to:
SeduCtive Sweets
P.O. Box 826
Southwest Harbor,
ME 04679
!XMAS
S*VE 50%
XMAS
Share Ah Fare to Kansas
! City.
Call larold Parker at
59-8986
Personals
Do you possess a
"strange" ability? Call
Andy 866-4450 330
Corbett. Also an
explanation of 'X'
Sun. - Thurs. Nite
Debra-
Wishing you a happy
birthday from PSU.
I hope it is a special
day. see you real
soon. ILU always
Love,
--Tom
Hey-Ts
Only 16 Days)
Ti! X-Mas
Brea!!,/ ,
Transitive Property
Study Hard--
Get Good Grades--
Good Gifts at X-mas!
OVER 12,000 PEOPLE ARE GOING TO READ THIS . . .
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE WITH THE MAINE CAMPUS (LASSIFIEDS!
CALL 581-1273 TODAY! 
